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This special issu~ i~ dedicat~ to spe..ch 
sc ience and specch technology research 
within Australia, and in particular is 
inspired by the recent SST-2000 (8th 
Australian International Conference on 
Speech Science and Technology) 
conference hdd in Can~!TlI in Decern~r 
2000. The SST conference scrics is 
biennial and ho,t~d by ASSTA (the 
Austmlian Speech Scimcc am! Technology 
Association Inc.), attracti ng national and 
internari(}nalrescarcherswithinthcspeech 
field 

Since rhe mid-1980s ASSTA has served as 
a professional association representingtrn, 
interests ofmcmbcrs working in all aspects 
ofih<: multidisciplinary speech fidd. That 
includes fu~damcnlal speeeh science ,uch 
a, language acquisition , phonetics 
(acoustic, linguistic, and forensic), speech 
perception and physiology; togetrn,rwith 
the more applied arcas of ~pecch 

The 'Historical Issue' of Acoustics 
Au,tralia (vol 2~. no 3, 20(0) wa. surely 
an impre"ive overview of the history of 
the Au,mlian Acou,tical Society from a 

vari~1y of pcr'pectives. The issuc alw 
chronicled the past work> of notable 
acousticalrcscarchcrs inspccificaC<Justie 
fields sueh as architectural and musical 
acoustics, cOl1ununity noise, audiology 
and other:o;. I expect this edition will 
become in itself a refen:nce document in 
any future hi,torical lTeatiseon the subject 
ofAcou,lics in Australia 

aD bchalfofall members oftne Australian 
Acoustical Society I commend the 
Editorial Committee for your ma"ive 
Wldertaking in the presentation of,uch an 
excellent publication. J al,o oomm~ml all 

tedlll<.l logy such as speech recogniliou and 
understanding, speech cooing, speech 
synthesis. ' p"ahr recognition, . igml 
proccssing,andmulti-mooalspceeh. 

This iss"" contains a total ofeigblpapers 
which, while it cannot r~present the 
di"~l'Sity and depth of speech re>earch 
within Australia, at least goes some way 
towards conv~')'ing iL~ multif3C~!t:d quality. 
"TWo papers (Elliott, and Rose & Clermont) 
CODCem forensic phonetics, the que,tion of 
reliabkandlcgalidcntificationofspeakers 
from their voice. This is a long-standing 
research area thaI lies al the interface 
~m"'enscienceandsociety.Afurthertwo 

papers (Marlin et. aI., ao.d Blarney ct. al.) 
eoncern cochkar inlplant, and hearing 
aid,; areas in which Australia is an 
acknowkdged world leader. Harlmv et. al.·s 
papcrdcaiswithpiausible3Dmodcliingof 
the human vocal-tract, a challenging area 
with potential for application in many 

who contributed to tllc edition, whether 
represe ntatives of the various divisions or 
authol"'<ofthe papersund art ic1es 
It was al,o encouraging to see ncw 
advertisers along with n~w a~oustic 

products being promoted in Ac-oustics 
Austrdlia by our Sustaining Member. 
There a\,o seems t(l ~ a significant 
increase in 'flier iIl.'lert ' adverti'ing 
material including details of Sl!mina"" 
conf~n:nces and opportunitie, for 
positions in the acou,tic field. Withlhisin 
mind, there is at least one Australian 
University who is \.-"Ucouraging their 
physics gmdualcs to 1001:: towards a career 
in what thcy considcr is the grm<-~ngfield 
of acoustic, .... so watch out you 
Mechanical Engineering graduates, there 
may be some competition! 

Millar's paper highlights the 

prospects for, and challenge' faced. in 
applying speech techno logy within the 
Ck:cania region with its varied linguistic, 

social and ~conomic groups. Epps & 
Holmcs paper addresses ~pe«hcoding; the 

compres~ionofspeechfortrdnsmissionor 

slorage, and th e issue of achieving high 

perceptual quality while keeping bit-rates 

low. Pekcanos & Sridharan's paper deals 
with the diffic ult ta,k of speaker 

verifiealion (theaeceptal1cc or rejection of 

an identity claim using speech as the sole 

~Titerion) over telephone lines whcn more 
than person may b~ speaking. Taken 

i.Ogetherthcsccightpapersfonnasnapshot 
glimpseofjust .omeofthe <peeehresearch 

activilywithinAuslraliatoday,andhinlal 
the richness of the field. I can only hop" 

\!tat it has whelled your interest. 

My experience over I.he pasl scveral years, 

along with that of othcr acoustical 

consultants throughout Australia who 

seem to be c;>;tremelybusy orcxpandiog 

their practiccs, or hoth busy and 

expanding, appears to confirm the 

University's prediction. "fhi, augurs " .,,11 

for the acoustic fratemity ofthc futurc 

Arnongstthe flier rnaterial was the notice 

for Acoustics 200 1 "Noiscand Vibrntion 

Policy - The Way Forv.ard" to be held in 

Canbi.--rra, 2ht to 23rd NflV<'m~r. Diary 

the date to attenrl andparridpate in what 

promises to be a vital confcr~llce . I look 

forwanltolDCclingyouthere 

Geoff Burne .• 
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A METHODOLOGY FOR MODELLING AND 
INTERACTIVELY VISUALISING THE HUMAN 
VOCAL-TRACT IN 3D SPACE 
Michael Barlow', Frantz Clermont' and Parham Mokhtari' 
'School of Computer Science, University College. University ofNSW 
'Elcctroteehnieal Laboratory, Tsukuba. Japan 

ABSTRACT. A system is described for constructing and visua1is;ng three-dimensional (3D) images ofthc human vocal-tmct (VI'), either 
from directly-measured articulatory dataorfrom acoustic measurements of the speech WlIvefonn. The system comprises the following three 
major components: (I) a method of inversion for mapping acoustic parameters of speech into VT area-functions, (2) a suite of algorithms 
which transfonn the VT area-function into a 3D model uflbe VT airway, and (3) solutions for immersing the 3D model in an interactive 
villUll! environment The emphasis in all stages of modelling is 10 achieve a balance between computational simplicity as imposed by the 
oonstnlint of real_time operation, and viS\lllJ plausihility of the reconstructed 3D images 0 flhehurnanvocal-trnct. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Vocal-tract (VT) modelling has long received considerable 
research efforts, often because it is seen as a step-above the 
acoustic signal in the communication chain; being closer to 
the original communicative intent and hence being a more 
compact as well as a richer (or at least less convolved) soun:e 
of knowledge. Application areas of VT modelling include 
speech synthesis, speech coding, speech recognition and 
speaker characterisation. Whilst previous appIoaches to VT
modelling have ranged from acoustically- and/or 
physiologically-motivated mathematical models (e.g., 
Mermelstein and Schraeder, 1%5; Lindblom and Sundberg, 
1971; Mennclslein, 1973; Coker, 1976) to parameterisation of 
direct measurements made by magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) or ultrasound imaging techniques (e.g., Harshman el 
al., 1977; Yehia et ai., 1996; Story and Titze, 1998), the 50-
called "inverse problem" of estimating the VT geometry from 

the acoustic speech signal has long been regarded as a 
potentially revolutionary approach with far-reaching 
applications. However, it appears that theoretical and practical 
problems such as non-uniqueness and articulatory 
compensation have limited the use of estimated VT-shape (or 
area-function) data mainly to theoretical investigations of the 
inverse problem itself. 

Our paper describes an application-drivcn approach to the 
inverse problem, "With the long-tenn goal ofphlllsibly realistic 
3D vocal-tract models, constructed in real-time (i.e., as the 
user phonates). Key to our methodology is the real-time 
constraint "With its implications for the complexity of the 
model that can be :rupported, coupled with a rela~ation of the 
e~actnessluniqueness criteria. Our system has applications in 
areas su.ch as foreign-language acquisition or rehabilitation of 
speech pathologies, where it would be a distinct advantage for 
usen; to receive real-time visual feedback on the difference 
brtween their own VT configuration and the ideal or standard 
one being attempted. 

Acoustics Australia 

The system proposed herein consists of three major 
components: (1) a computationally tractable VT model and 
method of acoustic-to-articulatory mapping (or inversion) 
which is used to estimate VT area-functions from the acoustics 
of speech; (2) a suite of 3D-modelling software used to 
transfonn an estimated area-function into a 3D polygon mesh 
(surfaceofastraighttllbe"Withvaryingcwss-sectionalareas), 
and then to apply such spatial transformations as to make the 
model conform more closely to human vocal-tract anatomy, 
thereby yielding a more plausjOle 3D reconstruction of the VT
shape; (3) an environment in which to present these models to 
the Uilili so that they may be interactively explored. These three 
major components are elaborated 1ll the remainder of this 
paper, and followed by a ooncludmg discussion 

2. ACOUSTICS TO AREA-FUNCTION 
The first major component of our system comprises a 
computationa!ly tractable model of the VT and a method of 
mapping from acoustic to model parameters. As an initial step, 
the method selected involves a VT-shape parameterisation first 
introduced by Mermelstein and Schroeder (1965). In 
particular, the logarithmic area-function is parameterised in 
terlIlli of the first few odd-indexed terms of the cosine-series, 
as follows: 

lnA{x) .. lnA.,+ ~a."_,cos((2n -1)s.x/L) , (1) 

where x is the distance along the VT airway from the glottis to 
the lips, L is the total length of that distance, is lUI area scaling 
factor whose value is computed to retain an overall mean 
logarithmic-area equal to zero, and M is the number of terms 
retained in the series. The elegant simplicity of this model lies 
in the following, quasi-linear relation whIch maps the /I'" 

formant frequency (n~ resonant frequency of the vocal tract) 10 

the corresponding model parameter a,.,.,: 
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u,, _1 .. _2 (Fc;.~nQ) , (2) 

where F .. 9:2n-I)cl4L is the n" fonnant frequency ofa uniform 
area-function of the same length L, and .:-35300 cm/set: is the 
speed of sound in thc VT airway_ 

The approximate cquality in Equation (2) becomes 
increasingly inex3CtllS the formants are more distant from 
their neutral values. The iterative method proposed by 
Mermelstein (1967) is therefore used to ensure that 
resynthesis of the formants using a completely lossless VI" 
acoustic model will exactly reproduce the target fonnant 
frequencics. Funhennore, the VT-Iength L is optimised such 
that the inversion proccdure yields a VT-shape with minimal 
eccentricity from that of a uniform tube. In particular a 
number of potentially realislic VT-lengths are considered and 
the corresponding VT-shapes derived. These shapes are 
contrasted, as an RMS diffcrencc, with the uniform neutral 
tube, with the VT_sllapelVT_length that yielded the minim um 
difference thcn being selected 

Whi le the above me thod is prcferred owing 10 its 
computational simplicity and the fact thaI the model 
parametcrs are directly and uniquely related to acoustic 
(fornlant) parameters, our modular approach to the system 
design can,inprinciple,accommodateanyreasonablcmcthod 
of acoustic-to-articulatory mapping that yields a plausible 
estimate of the speakcr's VT area-function without undue 
computational complexity. 

3. 3 D MODELLING 
The second major component of our system is responsible for 
generatingaplausiblc 3D model based on thc area-funclions 
est imated by the first component. Notably, this second 
component has bccn dclibcratclydesigned to be independent 
of any particular algorithm for estimating Ihe area-functions, 
and indeed directly-measured area-functions could in 
principle be substituted as input. In line wi th this modular 
approach. the system thcrefore assumes tha t the area
function.:;; correspond to a simple tube of varying cross
sectional areas. which may subsequently be transformed to a 
morc complex shape more closely matching that of the human 
vocal apparatus. The process (an examp!eofwhich is shown 
later in Figures 2 and 3) involves the three suhsysternsof 
piecewise-tube construction, im~ition of VT structural 
sealing, and VT path of airway transformation, as deseribed 
rcspect ively in tile following three subscctions 

PI«ewise Tube 

The first subsystcm of the 30 modcHin" component 
gencrates, for each input area-function, a 30 li near lube of 
concatenated circular sections of varying diameter. A5 shown 
in the leflpanelin Figurc l ,anumberof20circlesin the1>-y 
plane are defincd, where each ci rcle's radius is calculated 
dircctly from the corresponding section of the area-function, 
and where the number of (equi-spaced) points defining the 
perimeter of the circle (as x-y pairs) can be adjusted by the 
user (the more points, the smoother the ima"e). At this stage 
of mode ll ing, the cntirctube is a straightcned-out version of 
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Figure 1: An c~ampte of \be first s1.3ge in the 3D modelling 
proccSI.Setsofverlicesareconstn>clCdfi"omascricsofpointJ; 
whichdcfinecitcularVTKglUent~.Thescarethcnconnected in 

triangte strips. The model shown here wlI!l constructed fi"om an 
MRt_measured vr area·function (Yang & Kasuya. 1994) of a 
youngJapancscmalephonatin8 faJ, andconsistsof340vcnices 
oomposing640 !riangles 

tbe vocal tract, such that all points on a given circle have a 
constantz-coordinate which depends only on the distance of 
the corresponding cross-sectional arca along the VT airway 

from thc lip$. 
The user may also specify a different number of segmcnts 

(cireles) along thc VT length. compared with the number of 
sections provided by the input area-function. In that case, cubic 
spline interpolation is used to provide the intermediate area 
values. This approach has the distinct advantage of yielding 
smoothed VT-shapes, thereby tmnseending the anificial,step
wise values gencratcd by some methods of inversion (c.g., by 
the linear-predictionmethod),or indeed by direct mcasurcmcnt 
methods such as MRI. However. in that ContCllt it is important 
to note that the Mermelstein-Schroeder model summarised in 

Equations (I) and (2) already provides an area-function which 
is smooth, and which can be sampled at any desired number of 
points along its length. 

As shown in thc right panel in Figure I,the points definitlg 
the 2D cirelcs then form the venices ofa set of triangles that 
conncct successive points around each circle as well as those 
points on adjacent cireles, in a triangle strip configuration. For 
a model with s segments (circles) along the length of the vocaL 
trnct andp points around each SCb'111ent (circlc), thc entire. 30 
surface of the VT-airway is defined by a total ofs.p vertices 
and 2p(s-l) triangles (POlygons). Typical ranges of the 

parameter-values yielding visually very smooth shapes are 40-
60 for sand 20-40 for p, yielding a model with 1500-4500 

polygons 

StruclUni l Scali ng 

The second subsystem of the 3D modelling component app lies 
transformations to the cireular cross-sections, with the aim of 
obtaining cross-sectional shapes that more closely match 
human anatomy. As a first approximation (see Figures 2 and 
3),Lindblom and Sundberg's(1971,p.1 173) t1umerieal values 
for the 2-constants power-model are used. That model a.~swncs 

somewhat more realistic, elliptical cross-sectional shapes, and 
defines three regions along the length of the VT within which 

the cross-dimensions of the airway in the midsagittal plane can 
be computed from the cross-set:tional area values by a power
relation involving only two constants. Similarly to the other 
subsysterns, sp line imerpolat ion of those constanls is employed 
10e1>tend Lindblom and Sundbcrg's original 3-region model to 



a smoothed set of constant-pairs defined at each vr segment 
Once the cf(')ss-dimtmsion in the midsagittal plane is thereby 
determined at each section, the cross-sectional area can be 
used to compute the tr,lnsverse dimension of the ellipse. 

Path of Airway Transformation 

The f irst tWQ stages of the 3D modelling componenl yield a 
tube which is horizontally straighl (in the z-dimc115ion), and 
\\oiJich therefore is visually still considerably different from the 
hwnan vocal-tract. In particular, the human vocal-tract doc, 
not remain horiz(mtal throughout its length but follows a path 
from lips to glottis in which it rotatcs through more than 'Xl 
degrees as well as experiencing varying borizontal and vertical 
offsets in the sagittal plane. 

In order to model the VT centreline, and hence the gross 
shape of the vocal-tract itself, a sd of direct measurements is 
required, which should correspond to the orientation and 
di~plac-emenl (from the lips) of the VT at regular in lervals 
These were ohtained by hand measurement of published 
midsagittal profiles for neutral , ·owds in an MRl-based srndy 
(Story et ai., 1996, p.542, Fig.2). Mea,urcments of the VT 
cen treline were encoded as a set ofvaloe triplets laken at equi
spaced intervals along the length of the ~·ocal-tract. for each 
such point the horizontal offset from the lips, vertical offset 
from the lips, and angle of rotalion relative 10 the horizontal 
were recorded. 

These values were then used to define a set of 
transformations 10 the 3D model"s vertices, such lhat the new 
set; of vertices arc morphed (moved and rotated) to follow the 
c<mtre[ine. As a fir,"! step, spline interpolation was again 
employed to ensure lhat there were as many centreline triplet 
values lIlI there '""'ere segments in the VT model. All vertices 
coru.~ponding to a partic ular segment of the VT Wl:re then 
translormed as per the corresponding centreline triplet, as 
follows: 

Equation 3 S{lt'cifies the trans formation as a chained set of 
homogeneous matrix operations (tra115formations) on the 
original vertex 10 derive the new vertex l". In particu lar. each 
vertex is first translated in the z-diredion onlo the same 
plane as the lips (Tz.-), thcn rotated about the horizontal 
axis (T~~ and finally Inllls[ated (or offset) in the vertical 
(Ty .• ....) and hori:wnl.J.l (T,-> d,lb:tioo , (in the .o.agittal plane) 
The hanom p.tnc[ In FiJ,.'UfC5 2 and 3 illustrates the result of 
these tyamrormalloos. which Y1eld a vIsually more realistic 3D 
image of the 5upralarynsea.1 VT airway. 

4. MODEL VIEWING AND INTERACTION 
In order to make full use of the 3D mot!c[s "unstrueted by the 
pnlCes$C, d~scribed above, it was felt that users should also 
have the opportunity to dynamically imeraet w ith and explore 
them. The purpose: of the th ird major component ufoursystem 
is therefore to enable visual inte["dcti(m, whereby the user ~an 
viev.·, internet with, mo .... e tluough, and manipulate the 3D 
model created by the first m.u components. To achieve this 
goal, two complementary approaches were taken: one 
employing an exi , ting Web 3D standard and empha.ising 

Acoustics Australia 

Figure 2: The three stage, of the 3D modelling 'Y'tem., ,hown 
in win:fnunc fonn, from top to boItOffi. A VT area-function is 
First InInsformcd into a piecewise IU~ with circular cross-
.ectio",. VT-'tructuml ,c3ling i. then impO§ed which 
transforms the circular croS,·SOCtiOll. \() more plausible one. 
while retaining the area value at each =(ion. Finally. a model 
of the VT airway i. used to transtorm the .tmightened IU~ into 
a IIltJre nalu[".tl, bent Vl~shape. 

Figllfe 3: The three smges of the 3D modelling ,y.tem, <hown 
in solid-srn.dcd mode, taken as a snapshot of . VRML world 
Thc (hree modds are the rcsuil of all iliree eomponems of the 
system: acoustics-to_.rea function. 3D mode lling (at variou, 
Ie\·els of complexity), and model 'i"tewing. The input data fortne 
models consi.too of the [m;1 4 formant frequencies {669, 1241 , 
2736. 3356}Hzofan Ial vowel from an aduh Jap:rnese speaker. 
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accessibility, the other employing immcrsive virtual reality 
technology, 

The first, widely accessible solution, generates the model 
as VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language), a World 
Wide Web standard for 3D (ISOIIEC, 1997), Hence the 
models are made available on the Wcb (ref, URL-l) and can be 
vro.".,.,d via anyone ofa number of free plug-ins for browsers 
such as Netscape Navigator or Microsoft's Intemel Explorer. 
This provides access to anyone with a modem PC and internet 
connection, and, combined with the features of VRML, 
provides new opportunities fur research and education in this 
area of speech processing (Barlow & Clermont, 2000), Figure 
3 is an example of one such VRML model 

The secoud solution employs an immersive projection 
theatre known as the WEDGE (Gardner et. aI., 1999). Images 
are back-pfOJected in Sleroo onto twin-screens (each 2.7 

metres wide by 1.5 metrcs high) meeting at right-angles, 
providing a semi-immersive sense of presence. Within thc Vee 
formed by the screens, the images, viewed through stereo 
goggles, are perceived us having true depth and are seen to 
'float' off the screens. As for the VRML solution, users may 
manipulate and inleract with the WEDGE-projected 3D· VT 
model. However, the WEDGE system does not currently 
support viewing ofVRML dala, and hence the 3D models are 
saved in LightWave .obj format, for which a viewer is 
available. 

5. DISCUSSION 
We have proposed a methodology for modcHing and 
interactively displaying a 3D representation of the human 
vocal-tr<lct. While more sophisticated models of the vocal
tract which include the nasal cavities, sinus piriformus, and 
other physiological and articulatory structures have previously 
been proposed in the literature, the aim of our simplified 
modelling approach is to present a 3D representation which is 
at once visually plausible and computationally inexpensive to 
construct. Specific real-time applications envisaged for the 
model include foreign-language learning and training of 
individuals with speech pathologies, both of which would 
certainly benefit from a real-time computer display of the 3D 
VT-shapes produced by the user during phonation of certain 
speech sounds. 

A number of lrVenues for further research remain and are 
currently being explored. Within the 3D modelling component 
a structural scaling system is being developed that employs 
MRl data to accurately model the fixed structure of the upper
palate. This will further improve the plausibility of the 3D 

model, which at times appears stretched and narrow due 10 the 
elliptical transfonnation currently employed to perfonn 
structural scaling. Efforts are also Wlderway to reduce the 
complexity, in tenus ofnumher of polygons, of the 3D model 
by reducing the nwnber of vertices in areas of near-linear 
shape. For the acoustic to area-function subsystem, alternates 
to fonnant frequency inputs are being explored. Perhaps most 
importantly, FEM (Finite Elcment Method) and perceptual 
experiments are planned to validate the models generated, with 
particular emphasis in the perceptual trials on the utility oftne 
model for language acquisition. 
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Finally, a :MATLAB implementation of /be software for the 
3D modelling and visualisation of the voeal tracls based on 
area-function data is freely available at URL-2. It consists of a 
suile of functions for carrying out the variOD.'! stages in 
modelling outlined above, I.e., transfunning area-functions to a 
variable-width model with circular cross-sections, morphing on 
the basis ofVT-structure and -centreline, and viewing. 
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the NAL prescription with correction for severe and profound 

hearing losses (Byrne & Dillon, 1986). The implant signals 
for this study were presented via the participant>· own Sprint 
cochlear implant speech processors with their usual speech 

processing strategies as listed in Thble 1. 

'Thhlel.SurnmaryofaudioJogicaldetaHsfortheparticipants. 

, ... " " " H",Ji'Ig~H~250Hz 8I'idBIt.. l&dBHL 30dBHL 
105dBHL 75dBHL BedBHL ,- 110dBH. 85dBHL 120IIIHL 

"'" 115dBHL '" NorespOII!le 

"'" 120dBHL NO~ NO~:ns. 
H.arlngAfdlJoe ", 
HeO!I1ngAidEar ~ ~ "'"' "" M,... 

~..=~ ~-Aetiology Progreosllle '--DIIII!tionofheor1ngklss ~,... "- "-~~~- :1~L ~:n 

:~!~: Meandyrwnlcli!ngIO 38.45L 

5~.:=e.~ '=' ~ 
Ct~4M 

Separation of two voices 

In the first experiment, speeclJ. rc<:ognition scores for the two 

voices were used as a comparative measure of sound 
separation in the five experimental conditions, on the 

aSS\llllption that better sonnd separation would result in higher 
word recognition scores. Stimuli were spondees (bisyllabic 

WQt"ds with equal stress on each syllable) spoken by two 

different speakers: a male adult and a female adult who are 
also the second and third authors of this report. These words 
were chosen from a set of 40 spondees that had already been 

recorded for each of the two speakers, and were selected to be 
easy to distinguish from one another in both of the monaural 
conditions to be tested ie hearing aid alone and cochlear 

implant alone. This was necessary because two of the 
participants had very poor speech recognition in the hearing 

aid ear. The RMS levels of the digitally recorded speech 
tokens were equalised. Each word was stored in a single 
channel ofa wave file willi the onset of the word within 10 ms 
of the start of the file 

Computer software and hardware were set up so that the 
stimuli could be mixed and presented via a Hne input directly 

to the benchtop hearing aid and the cochlear implant speech 
processor to produce the monaural, diotic, and dichotic signals 
required for this study. Five conditions were tested: HA in 

which the two voices were mixed and presented to the hearing 
aid only; C1 in which the two voices were mixed and presented 

to the cochlear implant only; DIanC in which the two voices 
were mixed and presented to both the cochlear implant and the 

hearing aid simultaneously; MC1FHA in which the male voice 
was presented to the cochlear implant and the female voice to 
the hearing aid dichotically; and FCIMHA in which the 

fenJllle voice was presented to the cochlear implant and the 
male to the hearing aid dichotically. 

Prior to starting the experiment, the individual spondees 

spokm by each speaker were presented in the HA, CI and 
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DIOTIC conditions in a practice procedure. The input levels to 
the hearing aid and the cochlear implant speech processor were 

adjusted individually so that the loudness of the stimuli was 
equal in each ear, with the ovcrallloudness at a comfortable 

listening level. It was also checked that each participant could 
recOgniBC which speaker presented each of the spondees, and 
that they could recognise the individual spondee presented. 

This was done by presenting a block of stimuli (4 of each 
spondee) in a mndom order and asking the participant to select 

the spondee spokm from a list. If the participant scored over 
95% correct in all three ofthe HA, CI and DIOTIC conditions, 

the participant was judged to be ready for the more difficult 
experiment involving simultaneous presentations of the two 
voices. Participant 52 was able to perform this task with a set 

oflO spondees (5 for each spcaker). 51 and S3 performed the 
task with 6 spondees (3 for each speaker). 

The combined stimuli were presented to S I and 83 in 
blocks ofl8 (2 x 9 combinations) and to 82 in blocks of50(2 

x 25 combinations) in a random order. Two seconds before 
each presentation trial, either the male words or the female 

words were displayed on a computer screen, together with a 
heading ".MAN'S VorCE" or ~WOMAN'8 VOICE," 

respectively. After the trial, the participant was asked to 
respond with the word from the list on the screen that had bcen 
sPQken by the indicated speaker. For each ofthe combinations 
within a block, the participant was asked once for the male 

speaker's word and once for the female speaker's word. 1\vo to 
five blocks of trials were presented to each partidpantin each 
of the five conditions listed above 

Results for the first participant indicated that the diotic 
score was slightly higher than the two dichotic scores, contrary 

to hypothesis a). It seemed PQssible that the participant may 
have had difficulty in SWltching his attention rapidly from one 

ear to the other or from one voict: 10 the other, so the task was 
repeated with a different blocking structure. Blocks of 27 
stimuli were presented in each condition (3 x 9 combinations). 

Within each block, the participant was always asked to respond 
with the same speaker's word ie always the malo:: speaker, or in 

another block always the female speaker. Thus the participant 
did not need to switch his attention between ears or between 

speakers within a block of stimuli 

Separation of a voice and a noise 

In this experiment, the relative levels of speech and noise were 

varied adaptively to find the signa1-to-noise ratio (SNR) where 
71% of the words were recognised correctly. It is assumed that 
separation of the speeeh (and recognition of the speech) 

becomes more difficult as the SNR decreases. The stimuli 

were three spondees spoken by the female speaker with the 
carrier phrase "The next word is ... ". The same three spondees 
were used as in the first experiment ie "teapot", "drawbridge" 
and "foothall", hut these were different tokens recorded with 

the carrier phrase. Each recorded stimulus was set to the same 

RMS amplitude. The stimuli were presented in a persistent 
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background or specch-shapcd broadband noise under 7 
different conditi()l1s. As in the first experiment HA, CI and 

DIOTIC cooditions Viere used, where the speech and noise 
were mixed and presented to one or both ears. In the dicbotic 

NCIFHA c(mddion, noise was presented 10 the implantcd ear 
and the female voice to the bearing aid. In tbe dichotic 

FCTNHA condition, the noise was presented to thc hearing aid 
and the woman's voice to the implanted car. The remaining 

conditions (HAD and CIO) were: carried QUi wilh no noise and 

Ihe voice presented to the hearing aid or cochlear implant, 
respectively. 

Th~ SNR was vari~d in ca~h condilion using an adaptivc 

procedure in wbich the SNR was increased by 2 dB every time 
the listener resp<.mrled incorrect ly, and deLTeased by 2 dB after 

two correct responses in a row (Levitt, 1971). TItis np-dOl'.TI 
procedure oscillates about the SNR where the listener scores 

71% correct. TIle chance score in this 3-altcrnative-foreed

choice task is 33"/0. The numerical values ofSNR refer to the 
rdtios ofRMS amplitude fur the ,pt'OCh and the spt:<:<;h-shaped 

noise. The adaptive procedure was terminated aftcr 6 turning 
points had been found, and the averdg~ of the Ia.~t four turni ng 

point. "'liS taken as the as}~nptotie SNR. Decause it was 
expected that the noise might have little effect in the dic hotic 

conditions and we did not wish 10 present uncomfortably loud 
sounds. the SNH was reduced by reducing the speech lev el 

when the SNR wa.~ negative, and by increasing the noise level 
when the SNR was positive. Thus the procedure would 

typica!1y start with the speech at the comfortable level. The 

adaptive procedure would increase the noise until it "'"lIS at the 
sallW R.,VlS I~vel as the speech (0 dB S1\""R) and then the kvd 

of the speech would stan to decrease. In the HAO and CIO 
cnnditions, th~ level of the speech was dcL",ased [0 find a 

spcecb reception tluesbold with no noise. 

3_ RESUl':TS 
Separation of two voices 

! 

Figure!. P"rcentages of correct respons", by ,ubject and 
"Oilditi()J] ih thc "eparation oh"Oicc, eJ<pcrimem. 

~ 10 

I ." 
i~ 

The two different blocking methods prodneed no significant noise is lower than the R!\iS level of Ih~ speech by the 

differences in the results obtained in any condition or for any indicated nwuber of dll. For negative SNRs, the noise is at a 
subject. so the resnlts were combined. Figure t shows the comfortahle loudne,8, and the RMS level of the speech is 

percentage of correct responses for each subject in each of the lower than the RMS levcl of too noise hy the indicated number 

5 conditions. II is clear that the list~nen; ""re onabk to of dB. lIigh S:-lR indicates poor separation of speech and 
separate tbe two voices completely as the scores drop nnise. Low SNR indicates good separation of speech from 
significantly below 95% in all Conditions. On the other hand, l101SC. 

thc scores arc all ~ignificantly above the chance score of33% ANOVA Wilh subject and condition as ind~pendent 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) indicated that there were no V"dnables was foll()\\'Cd bypost-boc t-tests using the Bonferroni 

significant di lfercnc~s bctw~en any of tbe five conditions method to compare the SNRs in the different conditions. The 

shown in Figure l. The ANOVA uscd stlbject, condition, and mean SNRs for tbc CI, Diotic, and HA conditions w~re not 

blocking method as independent variables significantly different from one another (p>0.05). TIlC mean 

Separation of a mice and a noise SNRs for the FCTNHA, NClFHA, ClO, and HAO conditions 

Figure 2 shows too asymptotic SNR values for each subject in werc not signi ficantly different li"om one another (p>Q.05). 

cach ofthc 7 conditions tested. Eacb value shown is the mean HO"'"l:ver aJl tbe SNRs for the first 3 condition, were 
of two er more adaptive pnlCedure~. For po,itive SNRs, th~ sill"ificantly diff~rent from all tbe SNRs in the second group 

speecb is at a comfortable loudncss and the R.\1S level of the (p<O.OOI). 
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4. DISCUSSION 
Hypothesis a) that it is more difficult to separate sounds 

diotically than dichotically. 
Hypothesis a) predicts that the speech perception scores in 

the voice separation e»periment should be higher fur the 
dichotic conditions than the diotic condition, and the SNRs for 
the dichotic conditiollll should be lower than for the diotic 

condition in the speech and noise experiment The hypothesis 
was supported by the reillllts when one of the sounds was a 
broadband noise and the other was speech. The hypothesis 
was rejected when the sounds were both speech signals. The 
result for speech and noise is consistent with masking 
experiments in which a masker has a much greater effect on a 
probe in the sarne ear than on a probe in the opposite ear 
(Zwislocki, 1912). When two speech signals are presented 
together, interference takes place regardless of the carts) of 
presentation. This reillllt is not consistent with known 
monaural and binaural maslang effect.~. It is more cOIl8istent 
with the binaural experiments of Studdert·Kennedy and 
Shankweiler (1970), which suggest that speech features from 
thc two cars are pmCCJtled mdependenlly and then recombined 
at one location in the left hemisphere (of almost all right
handed listeners and most left-handed listeners). The 
interference between the ,,"YO signals probably O<X:UIS at the 
recombination stage where there is usually a small right-ear 
advantage, but otherwise the speech features derived from the 
two ears are treated equivalently. In the dichotic conditions of 
the two-voice experiment, SI and S3 had higher scores for the 
words presented to the hearing aid, and S2 scored higher for 
words presented to the implant. This was a right ear 
advantage for S2 and S3, and a left ear advantage fur S1. 

Hypothesis b) that it is it is more difficult to separate two 
voices than to separate a voice and a broadband noise. 

This hypothesis was supported by the results. In fact, the 
equality of the SNRs in the NCIFHA and FCINHA conditions 
with the HAO and cm conditions, respectively, demonstrates 

that the broadband noise had no measurable effect on the 
perception oflhe spe<lch signal when the voice and the noise 
were prcsented to opposite ears. In the HA, CI, and Diotic 
conditions, the mean SNRs were negative fur a levd of71% 
correct. Tlrus the scores at zero dB would have been greater 
than 71% at zero dB SNR. The percentagcs correct were 
59%,75%, and 72%, respectively in the two-voice experiment 
(at zero dB signal to noise ratio). 

It is interesting to note that Armstrong et al (1997) 
found a significant advantage for diotic listening with an 
implant and hearing aid together over monaural listening with 
a cochlear implant for open-set sentence perception Tn quiet 
and in 8-talker babble at an SNR of 10 dB. In the presenl 
study, there were no statistically significant differences 
between the diotic and monaural conditions in either 
experiment. The discrepancy between the studies may be due 

to thc different materials and noise used, or the lownwnber of 
subjects in the present study. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
The separation of soundJl into streams by the auditory system 
involves different mechanisms for dynamic speech signals and 
stationary broadband noises. These effects which are observed 

in normally hearing listeners are also present in subjects who 
have a hearing aid in one ear and a cochlear implant in the 
other. The separation and fusion of SOWlds presented to 
different ears, and the potential advantage of one ear or one 
device over the other may have consequences for the 
development of binaural processors for people with impaired 

hearing. 
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CODING WIDEBAND SPEECH AT NARROW
BAND BIT RATES 
J.R. Epps and W.H. Holmes 
Sehool of Electricill Engineering and Telecommunications, 
The University of New South Wa1es 

ABSTRACT. The 'rnuffl~d' quality of coded .peech, which arises from the handlimiling ofspeech to 4 kHz, can be reduced either by coding 
speed! with a wider bandwidth or by widcband enhancement of the narrowband coded speech. ThL~ paper investigates the limitations of 
wideband enbancement and pO)Ssibilities for its improvement A new wideband coding scheme is prop()sed thaI i. based 00 any narrowband 
coder, but augmented by wideband enhancement plus a few bits per frame ofhighband infonnation. The "cherne thus has a bit rate only 
slightly greater than that of the narrowband coder. Subjective listening tests show that tbis scheme can produce widchand speech of 

significantlyhigherqualitythanthenarrowband_'''''''_~,--~_'''_. ___ ~~ ________ ---' 

1. INTRODUCTION 
TIre need for wideband speech transmillfion wises both from 
an ongoing requirement for improved speech quality in all 
types of services, and from the specific needs of applications 
such as hands-free and Internet telephony. One solution is to 
code the parameters of wider bandwidth speech, which leads 
to a substantial increase in the bit rate relative to uarrowband 
coders (Schnitzier, 1998). 

An alternative is to employ wideband enhancement 
(Makhoul and Berouti, 1979; Carl and Henle, 1994; Cheng et 
ai, 1994; Yoshida and Abc, 1994; Chan and Hui, 1996; 
Enbom, 1998; Epps and Holmes, 1998 and 1999; Epps, 2000; 
Jax and Vary, 2000), a technique which synthesizes wideband 
speech based on pitch, voicing and spectral envelope 
infonnation in the narrowband speech. Wideband 
cnhanccmcntroquires no increase in bit mte, but the quality of 
the output wideband speech is poorer than that resulting from 
wideband coding due to less ac(;U[ate highband spectral 
envelope estimates. In this paper, an assessment is made of 
the limits to the accuracy of highband envelope estimation 
under realistic test criteria 

A new technique for wideband coding is also proposed 
which is based upon a combination of the wideband 
enhancement paradigm with any narrowhand coder. 
Wideband speech of higher quality than that produced by 
wideband enhancement alone is obtained by allocating just a 
few bits per frame for highband spectral cooing. This means 
that the new wideband coder has a bit rate only slightly greater 
than that of the narrowband coder. 

Section 2 examines the potel1tial performance of wide band 
enhancement envelope estimation, section 3 reviews selocted 
lilerature on very low bit rate widehand spectral coding, 
section 4 presents a new technique for coding wideband 
speech at near narrowband bit rates, and section 5 details 
subjective test results of various schemes. 

2. WIDEBAND ENHANCEMENT 
Wideband enhancement is a scheme which adds a synthesized 
highband signal to narrowband speech to produce a wideband 
speech signal, as shown in Fig. 1. The synthesis of the 
highband signal is based entirely on the information available 
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in the narrowband speech. Note that the narrowband speech 
is notre-synthesized, since it is asllUlIlcd to be of sufficiently 
high quality. 

Figure I. Overall ",heme of wideband enhancement 

Highband Excitation Synthesis 

Previous research (Epps and Holmes, 1998) has shown that a 
I>ombination of sinusoidal and mndom excitation can be used 
to produce high quality highband excitation estimates. Tn this 
technique, based on the sinusoidal transfonn coding (STC) 
harmonic model (McAulay and Quatieri, 1995), sinusoidal 
highband excitation is synthesized from the narrowband 
speech using pitch, voicing and highband spectral envelope 
C1\timates. This technique gives perfectly harmonic periodic 
ex.ci1ation, with the amplitudes of the sinusoidal components 
determined directly by the spectral envelope. Random 
cxci1ation, at an amplitude controlled by the narrowband 
degree of voicing, is employed to model the higbband 
unvoiced components. This approach was found 10 accurately 
represent the voiced/unvoiced mix of a wide variety of 
different speech frames. The use of STC-derived parameter 
interpolation methods produced smooth variation of the 
sinusoid frequencies and phases between frames. These 
features contributed to a better pel"C<lptual perfomance of the 
novel STC-based excitation than other methods such as 
spectral folding (Makhoul and Bcrouti, 1979). 

Hlghband Envelope EstimatiOD 

Different techniques for estimating the shape of the highband 
spectra! envelope have also been considered, with codebook 
mapping (Gersho, 1990; Carland Heute, 1994) perfonning 
well under a spectral distortion comparison (Epps and 
Holmes, 1999). As seen in Fig. 2, codebook mapping 
estimates the highband spectral envelope by selecting the 
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highband code vector whose corresponding narrowband cod.: 
vector has the most similar envelope shape (in a spectral 
di3tortion sense) to the input narrowbandeJIVclope. Details of 
the cod.:book design from traming data can be found in the 
work of Carl and Heute (1994) and Epps (2000). Other 
methods of highband envelope estimation include statistical 
recovery (Cheng ot al., 1994), oodebook mapping with 
codebooks split by voicing (Epps and Holmes, 1999), and 
codebook mapping based upon hidden Markov modcls (lax 
and Vary, 2000). 

Figurc2. Codebookmappingforhighbandenvelopcestimatioo 

Narrowb'Dd~H1ghband Envelope Continuity 

Preserving the continuity of the spectral envelope between the 
narrowband eJIVeiope and the estimated highband envelope is 
an important perceptual requirement, however in in~tances 
where the accuracy of the highband envelope estimation is 
poor, the resulting highband spectral distortion can be quite 
large. Typically the estimated highband envelope is matched 
to the narrowband envelope either at a single frequency or 
over a range of frequencies, depending on the size of the 
overlap between the two eINe(opes, but there are alternative 
techniques (Epps, 2000). 

Limits to Wideband Enhancement 

Jlighband envelope estimation is based upon the assumption 
that two wideband spectral envelopes with similar narrowband 
envelope shapes will also havc similar highband envelope 
~hapcs. One method for testing the validity of this assumption 
is to select two pairs of narrowband-highband spectral 
envelopes from independent speech databases. Their 
narrowband spectral distortion is then calculated and their 
bighband spectral distortion is also computed, after ensuring 
that the second bigbband envelopc is properly matched to (I.e. 
continuous with) the first narrowband envelope, This 
procedure is then repeated for all combinations of envelope 
p;iirs from thc two speech databases. 

The rcgulting data can be used to gain an idea of the 
distribution of continuity~adjusted highband spectral 
distortion results which could be expected from any codebook 
mapping scheme with a given maximum narrowband spectral 
distortion. Figure 3 illustrates these distributions, showing 
that highband spectral distortion is wcakly correlated with 
narrowband spectral distortion. Prcscnt wideband 
enhancement techniqucs produce average corrtinuity-adjusted 
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highband spectral distortions of around 6.4 dB (Epps, 2000) 
using narrowband codebooks with a maximum nanuwband 
distortion of around 5.8 dB, and are thus slightly better than 
the median expected perfonnance. 

Figure 3. Distributionofoontinuity-adjustcdhighbandspcclral 
distortIOn as a function of tolerated (maximum) narrowband 
spectral distortion. Results are based on around 5(106 data 
points. The percentile contours shown are the 10% (-), 50'110 or 
median(o),and90%(Q. Note thai there are relatively few dam 
points for small wIlles (}f tolerated narrowband spectral 
distortions 

Good performance (median bighband spectral distortion 2 
dB) with codcbook mapping schcmes is therefore possible 
only if tile narrowband spectral distortion can be contained to 
around I dB. This would require cooebooks consisting of 
around 260 vectors, a size which is not feasible to implement 
under present storage constraints. II is concluded that the 
practical performance of Inghband envelope estimation 
methods is only likely to be improved, compared to existing 
methods, by allowing some knowledge of the original 
highband speech, rather than relying entirely on narrowband 
information. This is the subject of the following sections 

3. EXISTING TECHNIQUES FOR VERY 
LOW BIT RATE WIDEBAND CODING 

Low Order Highband LP Coding 

In some previous coder implementations (McElroy et at.; 
1993, Seymour and Robiru;on, 1997), the highband (4~8 kHz) 
spectral envelope was coded using a 2nd order LP envelope. 
The LP parameters and highband gain are quantized using 
440~500 bitls (plus quantized highband excitation), which is 
all additional to the narrowband coding scheme. 

Flat Highband Envelope Coding 

If the narrowband is defined to be the 0-6 kHz frequency 
range, a 6-7 kHz highband envelope can be sufficiently well 
represented by a flat spectrum at the correct gain. In 
(Sclmitzler, 1998) this gain is encoded on a sub-frmne basis 
using 3 bit MA prediction (an additional 1.2 kb/s). Random 
excitation was used in the highband. 
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Fib'UTC4. I'roposedwidcbandcncodcranddccodcrbasedonwidebaodenhaneemcnl 

Widebllnd Enhancement and Gain Coding 

The use of high band gain coding in conjunc tion wilh 
wideband enhancem~nt was suggested in (Enbom, 1998). 
Here the (4-~ kHz) highband envelope was estimated from the 
narrowband envelope using eodebook mapping. The gain was 
coded as the difference Gil. · GN• (in dB) betw,,~n the highhand 
and narrowband gains G"" and G,." which v.l:rc quantized on a 
linear scale and coded u sing 4 bits per frame (an additional 
700 bitis). In thi:; ca,e, highband excitation was provided by 
spectral folding (Makhou l and Berouli, (979) 

4. A NEW WIDERAND CODER 
Overview 

The proposed structure of tbe new wideband speech coder is 
based around any narrowband coder, as secn in Fig. 4. The 
decO\kd narrowband information, in addition to some coded 
highband spectral envclope and gain infonnation, is used to 
synthcsize the wideband signal at the decoder. In the 
highband ~nvelope and gain coding technique pr"Ser\ted in 
sectiOll 4.3 , narrowband-highband mapping is combined with 
coding. Highband exc itation synthesis is discussed in sect ion 
4.2. This conriguration is well suiled [0 eOlkn; which mll,t 
primarily satisfy a set of narrowband performanee criteria. but 
which can aeconunodate a few bi t:; per fralne of highbaud 
infonnation. It also allows bil allocation trade-olTs to be made 
between the narrowband and high band in a :;imilar fashion to 
~ lIb-hand or '-p1i1 band cud ing 

ITigbband Excitation SynthC!iis using a Sinusuidal Model 

Earlier research has shown that high quality mixcd 
voiced/unvoiced high band ~xci tmi\m may be ,yntbe,ilcd 
using lhe STC-bascd approach discussed in section 2.1. In 
informal listening tests this app roach was con,idered superior 
in quali ty to ,-pectral folding (Makhonl and Berouti, 1979) or 
pllrely random excitalion in the highband. If a sinusoidal 
narrowband eodee is employed, the highband excitation could 
beefficiently synthelizedat lhedewo.krconcurrentlywilhlhe 
nam)wband c.~citation 

Wldcband Rnhanccmcnt "'ith Classified Highband 
Cndebooks 

A new method for highband spectral coding employs vector 
quantization of the highband envelope alld gain using a small 
partition of a full highband eodebook, where the selection of 
vector:; comprising the partition is basedup<Jn theshapt' of the 
narrowband envelope. The index; of the narrowband eodc 
vector most similar to the input narrowband spectral cn\l:lope 
is f irst determined. Each narrowband code vector contains 2' 
indices to the highhand codebook, whtJTe n is th" number 01 
highband bits employed. The inpu t highband cnvelope and 

highband gain are compared with all 2" vectors in the 
highband eodebook whose indices are contained in the 
narrowband code vector with index i. alld the most simi lar 
highbaud code vector is chosen. The index of the cho,,,n 
highband code vector is then cod<:d usi ng n bits. This metbod 
is ilJu,trdted in Fig. 5. Th" use of as I;,w as one, two or threc 
highband bits to select between many highband cand idate 
envelopes suhstantially red uces the highband spectral 
distonioa resulting from lhe codcbook mapping seheme 
discussed in sections 2.2 102.4. 

~- -. " 

4« 
Figure 5. Block diagranl example ofa clas.ified eodcbook 
mapping-based highband e",." I"P" and gain enOO\kr using one 
highbandbit per frame 

5. SUBJECTlVE ASSESSMENT 
181isteneN ( 16 male and 2 female, between thc age:; of 20 and 
35) were each prcselllcd with 70 randomized samples of 
speech prepared using various methods for ru,lennining the 
highband "xcilation and envelope. Coocbooks of size 1024 
were tmlployed in wideband enhancement, while spcceheodoo 
according to section 4 used a narrowband codebook of size 
JON and a highband codebook of sile 8192 (i. e. three 

highband bits per frame). The resulting preliminary mean 
opinion scores (MOS) arc shown in Table I, where Ihe 95% 
confidence intenlll is(0.15. 

These results show that wilh only a few bits per frame, 
wideband spectral coding can be achieved at close to the 
quality of the original widcband speech. While th~ sinusoidal
based synthetic excitation performed rcawnably wdl when 
combined with the original lIighband spectral cnvelopes, thi s 
e.w italion g,,"erally attracted lower scores, indicaling that 
more att~lItion still needs to be paid to perceprual anifacts 
;!rising from its impkmentation 
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Cundition MOS 

Original widebandspeech 

Widcband eoded spee<:h, 3 highband 
bil~ pt'r fnlm~, original highband excitation 3.99 

Widebandenhanced,pe~ch, 

original highband excitation. 3.65 
synthetic highband envelope 

Wideband enhanced speech, 
original highband envelope. 
synthctichighbandexcitatien 

Widcbandcodcdspecrh, 
3 highband bits per frame. 
synthetic highband excitation 

Widebandcnhancedspecch, 
syntbetie bigbhand cxeitation and envelope 2.78 

Original narrowband speech 2.74 

6. CONCLUSiON 
A new scheme for wideband speech coding at a bit rate only 
slightly grcawr than that of narrowband coding has been 
presented. This .cheme is ba~ed on wideband enhancement 
wehniques, bm improves upon these by transmitting a small 
amount of highband spectral envelope and gain information. 
Listening test re~ll1t" show that a sign ificant qnality 
improvement over narrowband speech can be achieved using 
thisschem~. 
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RAPID CHANNEL COMPENSATION FOR 
SPEAKER VERIFICATION IN THE NIST 2000 
SPEAKER RECOGNITION EVALUATION 
J. Pelecanos and S. Sridharan 
Speech Research Lab, RCSAVT 
School of Electrica1 and Electronic Systems Engineering 
Queensland University of Technology 

ABSlRACT: A technique is proposed for rapidly c(IIllpensating for channel effects of telephone speech for speaker verification. The 

method is generic andean be applied toboththe one andtW<l speaker detectiontaskswith.outre-training thesepar1lte systeJn •. Theteclluique 

has the advanlage. that it can bcperformed in reaJ time (except for the small initia!buffering),itdo e.not suffer ftom a relatively long 

~tt1ing time such as certain RASTA processing techniques, and in addition, it is mmputationaHy efficient to apply. Results of the 
application ofthis technique to the NIST 2000 Spc:akcr Reoognition Evaluation are reported, 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Speaker Verification is the process of accepting or rejecting 
the claimed identity of II speaker based on II sample of their 
voice. Applications of speaker verification include secure 
building .access, credit card verification and over-the-phone 
security access. High performance speaker recognition has 
been achieved under controlled laboratory and office 
recording conditions (Liou and Mammone, 1995) and is 
suitable for practical implementation under these 
circumlItances. Unfortunately, pecfonnance of these systems 
severely degrades under adverse environmental and mis
matched conditions. High perfunnance speaker verification 
perfonned over tire telephone network is consequently a 
challenging task. In the recent NISI Speaker Recognition 
evaluation (NISI, 2000), the recognition performance 
reported for matched recording conditions is significantly 
better than mis-matched tests and the latter remains a 
fonnidable challenge. The NIST evaluation is an annual 
international event aimed at advancing the state-of-the-art 
technology in speaker recognition. A large portion of research 
has been directed at minimising the effects of varied channels 
and handsets. Of interest in this research, is the compensation 
of multiple ehannel sources with the aim of enhancing 
recognition performance. In addition, there is a goal of not 
retraining a speaker recognition system for different speaker 
detection scenarios. A constraint in this experiment requires 
the channel compensation tectmique to perf01ill well undex the 
one and two speaker detection tasks. In this way, once a 
speaker model is obtained, there is no need to re-cva\uate it 
given a different testing scenario. 

The two scenarios of interest are the one and two speaker 
detection tasks. The one speaker detection "task is the most 
hasic. 1t is the process of accepting or rejecting the claimed 
identity of a speaker from their voice signal when the voice 
signal contains the content of a single speaker. In contrast, 
with two speaker detection, the speech signal contains up to 
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two speakers, one of which may be the target speaker. In the 
NISI 2000 evaluation (NISI, 2000), Iful two-speaker test 
utterance is formed by the addition of the two channels of the 
speaker conversation into a single channel. Compensating for 
channel effects is now more difficult. This is due to there 
being two separatesouroes of speech, with each source being 
affected by a different channeL 

We propose n computationally efficient method of 
perfonning channel compensation on the speech with one or 
more speakers present in the voice segment content. In 
addition, we compare the perfunnance of this method across 
both the one and two speaker detection tasks with varied 
window lengths. These experiments utilised the speaker 
recognition system submitted by the authors for the NISI 
2000 evaluation. 

2. CHANNEL COMPENSATION AS APPLIED 
TO PARAMETERISATION 

The traditional and effective method of channel compensation 
fora single channel source has been to subtmct the mean of 
the corresponding cepstral coefficients determined over the 
entire speech segment. The problem with this approach when 
the inclusion of multiple speech sources through different 
channels is the care, is that this approach would average the 
channel effects rather than remove them. Ignoring this effect 
may be somewhat damaging to recognition performance. 

Given linear channels (and ignoring handset transducer 
effects), the sampled output signal, Yet), can be considered as 
the summation of the two speech signals S,(t) and S,(t), 
convolved with their corresponding channel impulse 
responses H,(t) and H,(t). 

y(t)~H,(t)*S,(t)+Hit)*s,,(t) (I) 

Diagrammatically, the recording configuration is indicated 
in Flgure 1. 
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information. while a longer window length will increase the 
probability of having two speakers present within the window 
estimate period. Under this circumstance. the channel 
estimates of the two speaker signal source would become 
somc:v.-run averaged. Thus. a suitable window length to 
balance these effects must be seleetcd. The method of channel 
compensation proposed and the effects of window size on 
performance will be eJ!amincd in our speaker verification 
system. 

3_ SPEAKER VERlFICATION SYSTEM 
OVERVlEW 

The general strucrure of the speaker verification module 
appl ied to the onc spea.kerdetct:tion task is given in Figure 3. 
OneofthcdifferencC"Swiththiss~temandthetwospeakcr 

detection system is that there is no speaker score 
nonnalisation in the testing phase of the two speakerdete.:tion 
proccss.lnaddition, thtdistributionoftherawframebascd 
log-likelihood ratio scores was analysed to determine the two 

speaker detection scores. 

Figure 3. Block diagram of the Adapted_UBM One-Speakcr 
DelwionSystem. 

Par:amelerisallon 

Wc used 24 parameters comprised of 12 MFCCs (using 20 
filterbanks) with their corresponding delta coefficients. The 
speech frdmes w<:rogenerated using 32ms ofspecch. offsct at 
tOms intervals. The signal was bandlimited from 300 to 3200 
Hz. Channel compensation was applied to the baseline 
MFCCs before the delta coefficients WCrt calculatcd. Silencc 
removal W"dS performed using an energy based histogram 
approach 

Targel Speaker Modeling 

We performed speaker modeling by I.ISC of the adapted 
Universal Background Model (UBM) method (Reynolds. 
1997). This procedure adjusts the mixtures of a standard 
speech UBM model toward the distribution of the target 
speceh. The model adaptation process requires the train ing of 
a high order GMM on a large quantity of speech. A GMM is 
a combination of k ~ ]. 2 •...• N. single Gaussian components 
with dimensionality D. mixture w<:ights P .. means ].I .. and 
diagonal covariance matrices !,. Forasinglespn"'ch feature 
ve<:torobscrvation.X. the probability dcnsity funetion fora 
spcakermodcl f... is described 
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P(XI.\.J ~ ~p~g(X.ii •. l:.J (4) 

wiili 

For the verification system, there are two gender 
dependent models (male and female UBMs) using orlhogorwl 
mixlUfl' GMMs with 512 mixrures. Each UBM was trained 0 11 

electret handset data from a large portion of the NIST 1999 
Evaluation Target Speaker Set. After silence removal. only one 
in threepararneteriscd fuunes were kept as traillingdata. This 
was performed because adjacent frames are typically highly 
oorre lated, and keeping the extra data contributes little to the 
accuracy oftbe UBM but adds significantly to the training 

time. Target models were generated by adapting thc 
corresponding gender-specific UBM to the target speaker 
using MAP adapt3lion. Both the UBM and the adapted model 

are stored for the testing phasc. 
In addition. validation speech was incorporated for 

performing HalldsctfTarget Speaker Score Normalisation for 
each target speaker. The NIST 1999 data was partitioned such 
that va lidation speakers were not memhcrs of the speakers 
used to train the UBM. This speech data was trialled against 
the target mode]s to derive the distrihutiona] statistics of the 
impostor speakcr set for different handset types. This process 
called H-Norm. is performed for the carbon and electret 
handset types to improve performance across multiple 
bandsets(Rcynolds,I997). 

"l"estingPhase 

Testing is performed for each frarneofa test file. by fin ding 
the log-likclihood ratio (LLR) of a given target speaker model 
with its UBM (male or female depending on the target 

speaker). Given a speech feature VCelorX" a target speaker 
model f.. ,.<tGm and a UBM f....... the log-likelihood ratio may be 
determined 

Only the top 5 scoring mi)ltures from the UBM were used 
foreaeh frame. and the corresponding adapted 5 mixtures 
(Mclaughlin et al. 1999) were used for all hypothesized target 
speaker tests. By taking advantage of the correspondencc 
between thc UBM mixtures and the adapted model mi)ltures. 

testing times can be dramatically improved. 
The one speaker detct:tion result was determined by 

averaging these LLR scores over the speech based segments 
and Ihen performing II-Norm. The two speaker detection 
result was located by use ora bi-modal Gaussian mixture 
analysis of the log-l ikel ihood-ratio scores and using the score 
of the highest scoring Gaussian mean (Myen. 2000). These 
systems have had proven performance in the NlST 
evaluations 
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4. EVALUATJON 
E~pcriment Database 

Of imerest in this experiment is the performance of the fast 
channel compensation mcthod and the effect of window size 
on the pcrfoffi\lU1ee of one and lwo SVt'ak~ de\OClion. We aim 
10 locate a ~uitabl e window size to suil both detection tasks. 
This experiment "'<IS examined according to the NIST 2000 
speaker recognition specification (NIST, 2(00). ·Ibe database 
contained 457 male and 546 female target speak~rs. each ",ilh 
approximately two minutes oftelcphone speech. The one and 
tv.·o speaker detoction tasks used these same targct speakers to 

perform Ihc test. ThI.lS, by modeling each speaker in a 
universal fashion .. the speaker mocIels would nOI ha,·e 10 be 
retrainedforeachtask. 

One and Two Speaker Dl'tef:tlon Results 

Pre~enled in Fib'U!"eS 4 and 5 are the one and two speaker dctce .. 
lion results. Results are indicaloo in the furm of a Detection 
ErrorTmdc-off curve (DET). The bCUcrJ'X'Tfilrming 'y~lem has 
the 101II'l:1" Miss and False Alarm probabilities. For details con
cerning the DET representation see (Martin et al, 1997). 

Figure 4. One Speaker Detection DET ~urve result. 

lbe plut in Figure 4 indicates a geot:r<llly impmving trend 
of speaker recognitiun performance with increasing window 
lenb>1h fur channel compensalion. As expected the lOOOws 
(1000 frame window length) performed marginally better than 
the 500 frame compensation. This indicates that the longer the 
window length (to a certain limit) the better the 
channel/average vocal InlCI estimate. This demonstrales that 
whole utterance length cepstrnl mcan sublnlction is quitc 
effective for one speaker dclcction. Figure 4 aiso eontraststhc 
ditference in performance between cepstr,,1 mean removed 
and Ibc oncompens.1ted speech fealures. It indicates that 
ignoring li near telephone network channel effects is 
detrimental m speaker verificalion performance. 

For the two spt:aker detection task (Figure 5) .. an optimal 
pt:rformance was achiel'ed for the 500 frame window length 
configuration and nOI the 11)00 frame approach (as in lhe one 
speaker task). This shows that applying cepslTal mean 
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FiguTe S. T"" Spcak~T Oc(",,1iO" DET curve results. 

subtraclion o,·er long periods (or whole uttcrnllCCS) with 

multiple speakers and channels present will degrade multi .. 

spcaicrdt:lectionpt:rfol7lllffiCe 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
It was detennined that the naming mean bux-car mit:!" cepstr"l 

reIll()vai approach for channel compensation .. "as a successful 
appmach. The optimal window Icnb>1h for both the one and tv.·o 
speaker detection tasks was 500 frame,. This particular 

method of channel colllpcnsation is orders of magnitude faster 

to execute than FIR RASTA alternatives and mure stable at t he 

beginning of speech files than IIR based RASTA filter 
approac hes. This method can also be adapted for a fast real .. 

time implementation ofspcaker recogniliun applicatiuns 
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ABSTRACT. ADRO (Adaptive Dynamic Range Optimisation) is a slowly-adapting digital signal processorlhat controls the output 1<:\'1'18 
of a set of narrow frequency bands So that the levels fall within a spedficd dynamic range. ADRO is suitable for a variety of applications, 
including control of a hearing aill Tn the case of a hearing aid, the output dynamic range is dl:fined by the threshold of hearing (I) and a 
comfortable level(Cl at each frequency fortheindividual listener. A set ofrul". iS1l!ledm control the output levels, witll each rule directly 
addressingarequirementforafunctiooalhearingaid. For example, Ihe audibility rule specifies lhatthe output level shouldbegreaterthan 
a flMld level between T and C at least 70% of the time. The discomfort rule specifies that the output level should be bel<IW C at leost 90% 
of the time. Tn this study, open-set sentence perception scores foc 15 listeners were oomparcd for ADRO and a linear bearing aid fit. Speech 
WBIl preoonted at three levels_ ADRO improved scores by 1.9% at 15 dB SPL (NS), 15.9"A> at 65 dB SPL (p = 0-'114) and 36% at 55 dB SPL 
(p<O.OOI). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The main problem resulting from heanng impninnent in adults 
is poor audibility of ~ounds lit nofIIllll intensities. This 
problem may be overcome to some extent by amplifying 
sonnds with a hearing aid, however amplification can 
introduce further problems. The loudness of sounds often 
grows faster than normal in hearing-itnpaired ears 
(recruitment), so that loud sounds may become uncomfortable 
after they are amphficd by the hearing aid. Often, hearing 
thresholds and maximum comfortable levels vary with 
frequency so that the gain of the hearing aid needs to change 
as a function of both frequency and intensity of the input 
signal to provide an output signal that is both audible and 
comfortable. Linear hearing aids attempt to meet the 
audibility criterion with a fixed gain and frequency response 
such that speech signals at II nonnal intensity are placed near 
the middle of the listener's range of hearing. The National 
Acoustics Laboratory (NAL) prescription is a widely used 
example (Byrne & Dillon, 1986; Byrne, Parkinson & Newall, 
1990). Linear hearing aids usually incorporate II maximum 
power output limiter to meet the comfort criterion. Clearly, a 
linear aid with limiting can only provide 9 good approximation 
to the required gain as a function of frequency for a fairly 
narrow range of input levels. The NAL non-linear 
prescription (NAL-NLl, 1999) provides a more detailed 
description of the required gain function, together with 
recommendations for implemenlations using single-- and 
multi-hand compression hearing aids. Most alternative 
hearing aid prescriptions take a similar form: i.e. they specifY 
the required gain as a function of the input frequency and 
intensity parnmeters (Skinner, 1988). 

ADRO is designed to take a more direct approach by 
specifYing target output levels as a function of frequency in 
such a way that the audibility and comfort criteria are met 
automatically. The gain ofthc hearing aid is adapted in order 

to keep the output signal level within the optimwn dynamic 
range. These target output levels are related to measured 
threshold and comfortable levels in a more strnight-forward 
manner than the gain parameters specified in other types of 
prooesllOfS. 

The aim ofthis study was to validate the ADRO processing 
and fitting procedure for a range of hearing-impaired listeners. 
The hypothesis was that ADRO would produce higher speech 
perception scores than a standard fixed-gain hearing aid, 
especially at moderately low presentation levels where the 
additional gain provided by ADRO should improve audibility. 

2. METHOD 
Statistical description of the output &ignal 

The first requirement for ADRO is to measure the distribution 
of output levels as a function of frequency and time. To 
achieve this goal, the ADRO processor uses a 128 point 
Discrete Fourier Transfonn (DFT) to split the sampled input 
signal into 64 frequency bins, F,. A Hanning window is 
applied prior to the DFT. The complex input amplitude, I" of 
each frequency component is multiplied by a scalar gain 
factor, G" to obtain the output amplitude, 0,. ADRO uses 
estimates of the distribution of output levels in the form of 
percentiles. For example, the 90th percentile is the level which 
is exceeded 10"10 of the time, and the 50th percentile is the 
level that is exceeded 50% of the time. These percentiles arc 
estimated by comparing the magnitude of the output 
amplitude, IOJ, with the current value of the percentile 
estimate. If the magnitude is greater, the estimate is increased 
by a small amount, U dB. Ifthc magnitude is smaller than the 
estimate, then the estimate is reduccd by a !i111aIl amount, D 
dB. If U and D are equal, then the estimate will tend 10 thc 
50th percentile because the number of upward steps will then 
be equal to the number of downward steps. Other percentiles 
may be estimated by changing the relative size of U and D 
The percentile value is given by 100 U/(U+D). For eXlllllple, 
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ifU is 9 times larger than D, one upward step will be balanced 
by 9 downward steps, and the estimator will tend to the 90th 
percentile where the probability of a downward step is 9 time~ 
greater than the probability of an upward step. The rate at 
which the percentile estimates change is controlled by the 
absolute size of U and D, and the frequency with which the 
FFf windows are updated. Typically, the slew rnte for the 
estimates in ADRO is about 20 dB per second. 

The ADRO targets for a hearing aid user 

The second requirement for ADRO is to measure, or define, 
the required output dynamic range for each of the frequency 
bands, For a hearing aid user, the limits of the useable 
dynamic range are the threshold of hearing and the maximum 
comfortable level, MCL, for each frequency. These parameters 
are measured using 113 octave bands of noise covering the 
frequency range of interest. These signals are generated by the 
ADRO processor itself, controlled by a PC program called 
AUDY. The targct output levels for ADRO are derived from 
threshold and loudness estimates. Thresholds, T" arc 
measured using a conventional adaptive detection procedure. 
Following the threshold measures, a 7 -point loudness scale 
(Hawkins et aI, 1987) is used to establish the dynamic range. 
The 7 categories are: very soft, soft, comfortable but slightly 
soft, comfortable, comfortable but slightly loud, loud but OK, 
uncomfortably loud. ADRO uses thrce targct levels at each 
frequency: M" ~, and A" which represent the maximum 
output level, a comfortable level, and a minimum audibility 
level at each frequency. The "loud but OK~ level is used for 
M~ the "comfortable" level is used fur C" and the A, level is 
either Ci-20 dB or T" whichever is greater. 

The ADROru1es 

ADRO uses a sci of rulcs that arc applied independently at 
each frequency: The comfort rule requires the 90th pereentile 
to be below the C; target level for every frequency. If the 
comfort rule is violated, the gain, G" at that frequency is 
reduced by a small amount The audibility rule requires the 
70lh percentile to be above the A, target fur every frequency. 
The audibllity rule is checked only if the comfort rule is 
satisfied. If thc audibility rule is violated, the gain, G" is 
increased by a srua\l amount. The sizes of the increments and 
decrements of gain are chosen so that the maximum rate of 
decrease is about 9 dB per second, and the maximum rate of 
increase is about 3 dB per second. Iu a more conventional 
automatic gain control, these pllflllIleters would be equivalent 
to very long attack and release times. The maximum gain rule 
requires the gain to be less than a fixed amount Gmax,. This 
rule limits the loudness of background noise and avoids 
feedback in quiet situations where the gain might otherwise 
become very high. A typkal value of Gmaxj for profoundly 
deaf listeners would be about 60 dB. Finally, the maximum 
output rulo requires the maguitude of the output level, 10,1, to 
be less than M. If this rule is violated, the magnitude of 0; is 
reduced to be equal to M. leaving its phase unchanged. The 
final stages of processing arc to apply an iuverne DFT to the 
amplified output levels 0" multiply the result with a Hanning 
window, and use the overlap/add method to generate an otrtput 
signal. A final multiplier is incorporated to give the listener 
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control oftheoveral\ loudness. Usually, this volume control is 
set to attenuate the signal. This attenuation is most likely 
required to compensate for intensity and loudness summation 
across the frequency bands, each of which is capable of 
reaching a loud level on its own. In other words, thc 
tlnesholds and comfortable levels of broad-band signals like 
speech are lower than the corresponding values for narrow
band noise. 

The ADRO hearing aid 

The ADRO hearing aid used in this study was a benchtop 
PIOc<:lSS<Jf based on a Motorola DSP 56303 digital signal 
proce~sor evaluation board, fitted with a microphone, 
preamplifier, output amplifier and an Otieon ANIBO, AN270, 
or AP1000 hearing aid receiver which was attached to an 
individually fitted hearing aid mould for each listeTleT. The 
hearing aid receiver model WIIS chosen according to the output 
power required for each listener. The sampling rate of the 
analog to digital converter was 9.6 kHz, giving a window 
length of 13.3 ms. Overlapping windows of data were 
analysed every 3.3 1Illi. The Motorola processor was interfaced 
to a pernonal computet running WmdoWll 95 via a serial port 
so that the AUDY program could control the stimulus 
generation and parameter selection during the fitting 
procedure. Tbe AUDY progrnm could also be used to display 
a snapshot of the percentile estimates, output levels, and gains 
at about I second intervals. This display Wl\8 useful to verify 
and explain the operation of the ADRO rules. It was also 
possible to implement a fixed-gain hearing aid by disabling 
the adaptive operation of the ADRO rulcs and setting the G, 
values according to the NAL·RP prescription (Byrne et al, 
1990). An upper limit to the 10.[ values was implemented in a 
frequency-specific marmer as for ADRO. 

Participants Ilnd procedures 

Fifteen adults with moderate to profound hearing loss (44 to 
98 dB HL pure-tonc-average hearing Io.~s) took part in this 
study. All but two of the participants normally used ahearing 
aid. Results fur the two participants who did not nonually use 
hcaring aids may be identified in Figures I to 3 by their 
hearing losses of 60 and 78 dB m.... Thc audiogram for each 
participant was measured using standard audiological 
procedures and equipment, and a NAL-RP prescription 
hearing aid was programmed. The ADRO hearing aid targets 
were detenuined for each individual using thc loudness 
estimation procedure described above. The speech perception 
of each participant was tested with each of th~ 2 prOCe:JllOrn at 
free-field intensity levels of 55, 65, and 75 dB SPL using 
open-set CUNY sentences (Boothroyd, Hanin, & Haath, 
1985). The CUNY sentences were recorded onto CD by a 
female Australian speaker and thc RM:S levels of individual 
sentences were equalised digitally prior to presentation. The 
list numbern used for different conditions wcre randomised 
and no participant was tested more than ouce with the same 
list. Bach sentence list contains I 02 words, and was scored 
according to the percentage of words correctly repeated. Prior 
to the speech pereeption testing, the volumc setting of the 
NAL hearing aid was adjusted to match the loudness ofspeeeh 
at a nonnal conversational level for both aids. 
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3. RESULTS 
The scores for the individual participants at the three 
presentation levels are shown in Figures 1 to 3. Three: of the 
participants had insufficient time available to complete the 
testing and scores were not obtained at 75 dB SPL for two 
partieipants and at 5S dB SPL for I participant. A two-way 
ANOVA indicated that presentation level, hearing aid, and the 
interactiontermwercall significantwith p < O.ool. F values 
were 111.02.42.06, and 1258 respectively. The mean scores 
for NAL and AORO hcaring aids at 75 dB SPL "!ere 83.6% 
and 81.7%, respectively. Thc difference of 1.9"10 was not 
statistically significant (post hoc Tukey I-test, t .. 0.38, p " 
0.99). At 65 dB SPL. mean scores were 79.6% for ADRO and 
63.7% for NAL. The mean difference of IS.9";\, was 
significant (t o. 3.42, P - 0.0 14). At SS dB SPL, the mean 
scores were 55.0% and 18.6% and the difference of36.4% .... "3S 
highlysignificant(t - 756, p <0.001). 

1lte mean scores at different presentation levcls were also 
compared using post hoc Tukey t-tests. The mean scores at 65 
and 75 dB SPL for ADRO were not significantly different 
(difference - 6.I%, t - I .28, p z. 0.80), butthescorcsat55dB 
SPL were significantly lower than at 6S dB SPL (difference -
27.1%, t .. 5.71, P < 0.001). For the NAL prescription, the 
mean score at 65 dB SPL was lower than at 75 dB SPL 
(difference " 20.2%, t .. 4.15, p " 0.001), and the mean score 
at 55 dB SPL was 10000r than at 65 dB SPL (difference .. 
47.6%, t = 10.02, P < 0.00 1). These results indicate that 
ADRO maintains maximum intelligibility at lower intensities 
than thc NALpreseriptionhcaring aid. 

4_ DISCUSS ION 
The hypothesis was supported by the group results at 55 and 
65 dB SPL. At 75 dB SPL, ADRO was no worse than the NAL 
prescription. These intensity levels correspond to speech at 
levelsdeseribedas"casuar',''raised'',and "loud" (K.eidscr, 
1995; Pearsons et ai, 1977). It should be noted that the 
rt'COrdings were made at a "normal" level (60 dB SPL) and 
then adjus!Cd to theprcsentation levels, ralhcr than recording 
"casuar', "raised"' and "loud·' speech which would have 

n:sulted in different sJlCctral shapes for the thn:e conditions 
Thc results indieate that AORO should provide a sib'llificant 
advantage in most common situations at normal 
convcrsationallc\"c1s. At 75 dB SPL. most participants showed 
little difference bct\\"Cen the NAL and ADRO scores which 
were both quite high (over 80%). These differences may ha\"e 
beenrcstrietedbyaeeilingeffcct.Thelargestdiffercnceat 75 
dB SPL occurred for a subject with a seven! hearing loss (PTA 
- 82 dB HL) where thcre was no ceiling effe<:t becausc both 
scores ","ere lower. At 65 and 5S dB SPL, every participant 
scored at least a little higher with ADRO than with NAL. At 
65 and 75 dB, the largest improvements wcre for partieipants 
with severe hearing losses over 75 dB HL. At 55 dB SPL, this 
trend was J"C\"ersed and the largest improvements were for 
participants with moderate and severe hearing losscs less than 

75dB HL 

I" 
I. 

, , 

[;:;:] 
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Figure I. Comparison of open_set scntcnce percepcion scorcs 31 
15 dB SPL for tl subjecl' using ADRO and a NAL linear 
hcaringaidfil.Scoresforindividualsubjectsareor<ieredby 
~~asinghcaringIOn indBHL. The mean difference WlL'l 
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!. 

~ .-

~ 
I ~~ 

Figure 2. Comparison ofopen.sclscntencc percqrtionscoresal 
65 dB SPL for 15 subjects using ADRO and a NAL linear 
hearingaidfil.S<;:Qresforindividual$ubjectsareordcredby 
increasing hearingloos in dB HL. The rncandifferencc was 

15.9%. 

Further research is ncedcd to evaluate the ADRO hearing 
aid withdiffen:nt materials and undcrdiffercnt conditions. It 
remains 10 demonstrate that AORO ean protect listeners from 
the discomfort of loud sounds , both speech and 
environmental . An evaluation with more difficult materials 
may possibly indicate an advantage at 75dB SPL ifthcpresent 
results are indeed limited by a ceiling effect. The present 
study docs not indicate the re lative performance of ADRO end 
NAL hearing aids in background noise. Backgroundnoiseis 
a major problem for hearing aid users, and it is possible that 
ADRO may exacerbate this problem by amplifYing the noise 
to louder levc1s. Thescadditional issues have been addressed 
for the app lication of ADRO to the conunercial1y available 
SPRINT cochlear implant speech processor (Blamey. James, 
& Martin, 1999). With SPRINT, a significan t advantage was 
found for ADRO at high input levels for monosyllabic words 
but not for CUNY sentcnces, an advantage was found for 
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Figure 3. Compansonofopco-, .. ,t!!eoteoccpcrccptioo"=Clial 
55 dB SPL for 14 subj.c!. \I., jng ADRO aJ1 d a NAL linear 
hearing aid fil. Scores for individual subjects arc ordered by 
increasing hearing los, in dB HL. The mean difference was 
36.40/., 

ADRO at mOOcrate and low input levels for both monosyllabic 
words and CUNY sent"Iw~S, and ADRO perfonned no worse 
than the standard processor in background noise. A 
questiounaire established that implant users preferred the 
ADRO proce"o.- over the standard processor in 53% "r 
common situations, compared with no preference in 32% and 
a preferenc e for the standard processor in l WIo ofsiluations 
Indiscriminate generalisations should not be made from 
cochlear implants to hearing aids bUI il seems probable that 
the results will also be good wben AORO has been 
implemenlt:d in a weanlbl. hearing aid. 

There arc commercially available hearing aids that include 
various forms of automatic gain control or compression 
(reviewed by Dillon, 1996) that may perfonn as well as ADRO 
in quiet at dillercnt presentation levels. further ,tudies will be 
conducted to compare ADRO with a commercially available 
compress;onaid 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The concept of adaptive dynamic range optimisation (ADRO) 
potenti ally provides a straight-foro-lIrd solution for some of 
the mo,t pervasive problems faced by people with impaired 
hearing. This study demonstmted clearly that ADRO provides 
a good solution to the problem of poor aud ibility of speech 
ovcr a broadcrrange ofinpm levels than a conventional fixed
gain hearing aid . Lt remains to be shown that the ADRO 
hearing aid provides a solution to the other two major 
pmhkms of discomfort in loud noises and poor intelligibility 
of speech in background noise. 
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PROSPECTS FOR SPEECH TECHNOLOGY IN 
THE OCEANIA REGION 
J. Bruce Millar 
Computer Sclence!iI Laboratory 
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AlIlitnllian National University 

ABSTRACT: The development of speech te\:bnology in the Oceania region is an issue for AlistraliBn speech scientists and technologist •. In 
this paper we ex3Il1rne bath the i.sues thai govern the development of speech technology anywhere, the specific opportunities and inhibiting 
factors of the Oceania region. and the role that Au..tralia, as the i"'l!est and most prosperons nation of the region, can have in the pmcess 
The necessary scientifIc resoorce:; required 10 establjsh both basic and more sophirncated speech technology are reviewed and mapped 
against the chaIacteristics of the Oceania region. It is concluded that the most productive approach is likely to be one of creative partnership 
with the m!llly island oommunities such that tocluwlogy may be developed in a cost-effective and cultumlly sern;itive rnaruter. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The development ofnew technology throughout the world is 
very uneven. Grand aspirations of universal benefit are 
typically voiced at its launch, then, as time prugrosses, the 
influence of other factors, such as individual greed within 
capitalism and individual lethargy within socialism, tend to 
erode the hope of benefit for those who are remote from the 
centre of power. By my reasonable measure a very large 
proportion of the residents of Oceania are geographically, 
economically and even linguistically remote from the power 
centres that drive speech technology. They suffer what we may 
call a three dimensional deficit of benefit. 

Speech technology 1$ developing at a rapid rate in highly 
developed regiOllB of the world such as North America and 
Europe. It is providing access to infunnation held by an 
increasingly wide range of public utilities and commercial 
companies via the nearly ubiquitous telephone handset. In this 
paper we will examine the potential for long-tenn deficit of 
such benefits that exists for the Oceania region and some 
measures that may be taken by the speech science and 
technology community to reduce the impact of such deficit on 
the residents of this region.. 

A full picture of the factors influencing the development of 
speech technology will include the status of current language 
resources in the region and the prospects for their further 
development and their application to speech technology. 
These prospects will depend on relevant linguistic 
characteristics of the region, the level of technological 
development in the region with specific focus on the 
development of telecommunications, and critically the 
relevance of access to available information to the 
COl1lll1W1itics of the region. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE REGION 
The region is dominated in tenns ofland area, population, and 
economic prosperity by Australia (see Table I). Many aspects 
of the region are characterised by the progressive move to 
independence from 19th century colonial POWer!l. This pattern 
has resulted in a legacy of official languages made up of 81 % 
English, 17% English-based pidgin, 1.5% French, and 0.6% 
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EnglishlFrench. Populations range from 18.7 million in 
Australia to just 49 in the Pitcairn Islands. The economies 
range from the ''western'' economy of Australia with a gross 
domestic product per capita of 21,200 US dollars to the 
subsistence economies of Kiribati and Tuvalu whose gross 
domestic product per capita is just 800 US dollars. These data 
are derived from the USA Central Intelligence Agency 
(Central Intelligence Agency, 1999). 

3. LINGUISTICS 
The "official" languages of the Oceanic nations are strongly 
influenced by their colonial past which was dominated by 
Britain with smaller contributioll8 from the USA and France. 
The official language will normally be the language of 
education and of formal administration. Its spoken form will 
be accented by the phonologies of the native languages of the 
speakers. 

The "native" languages present a much more complex 
pattern arising from a history of tribal isolation and subsequent 
migration activity. Oceania has one of the lowest popnlation to 
language ratios in the world. This makes the development of 
language [C!:IOurces linguistically complex and economically 
difficult. While there are certain anomalies, the Melanesian 
region extending off the north-eastern coast of Australia 
northerly to Papua New Guinea and easterly to Fiji, is 
characterised by many languagcs per island group (Pawley, 
1995), In this region the number of speakers of a language can 
be of the order of 1000. In contrast, the regions of Micronesia, 
a northerly extension of Melanesia, and Polynesia, an eastcrly 
and southerly extension of Melanesia, are charncterised by a 
single language per island group. Thus the indigenous 
languages of Polynesia and Micronesia are characterised by 
both a larger territorial range and popnlation size than the 
those of Melanesia (pawley, 1995). Throughout the region 
there are some 30 million people speaking approximately 1250 
native languages 

The "contacf' languages which represent the language of 
trade or other activities of forced contact between disparate 
language speakers ofWn span much larger populations than 
''native'' languages, and can rise in status to "national" 
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The "choice" of interface to such infonnation, a graphical 
web-browser or voice, is worthy of consideration against the 
cultural and economic backdrop of the region. A web browser 
presupposes an investment in a personal computer and the 
skill to use it. While the use of the telephone may still be 
avoided on cultural grounds in some parts of the region, its 
acceptance must exceed that of a computer, and its relatively 
low cost and n!ltnral spoken language interface provides less 
impedimerrtto its use. 

5. INITIATIVES, OPPORTUNITIES AND 
INHIBITORS 

We can now examine more closely the issues facing speech 
technology based on our review of the region. There are 
relatively few speech recognition or speaker verification 
systems in common use in the region. However there is strong 
speech-technology commercial activity in Australia and New 
Zealand at present. J am unaware of commercial installations 
oftext-to-speech synthesis systems that arc optimised to the 
local phonology despite a large research effort in Australia 
over many years. The major focus of speech research in 
Australia has been scientific and its has heen driven to a large 
degree by academic rather than application goals. This has 
caused a focus on processes required to faithfully extract 
reliable infurmation from speech data rather than on the data 
itself, its variability, its contamination, and where the limits of 
our knowledge demand that we adequately manage our 
ignorance (Millar, 1997). 

The limiting factor in the development of speech 
reC<Jgnition systems in Oe<:ania is the need to acquire adequate 
data resources oflocallanguagcpatlcrns. lnitial interest in the 
development of these resources has arisen in academic circles 
(e.g. Millar et al, 1990, 1994, 1997) where this development 
has been slow owing to labour intensive collection and 
annotation techniques. More recently a rapid expansion of 
speech data resources for telephone speech has occurred using 
the specific opportunities of collllllercial enterprises. One 
technique used has been to implement a rather simple speech 
recognition task using data models from a distant English 
speaking community, but to structure the task so that the 
perple:<ity of each step is limited in order to allow sufficient 
recognition ae<:uracy to be obtained (Forsyth, 2000). If each 
recognised spoken token is also verified by a simple "yesfno" 
response, then the system can be used to collect reliable local 
data from which to develop local speech data resources. As 
these resources are expanded they can be used to bnild more 
accurate phone models which can support adequate accuracy 
witb more difficult tasks. In this way the telephone speech 
applications can grow without the very heavy overheads of 
initial data model developmeut. Au alternative approach is to 
conduct an explicit data collection exercise and then integrate 
the data acquired with a distant model. Both kinds ofproccss 
do, of course, produce data resources that are jealously 
guarded hy their commercial developers as they have been 
gained hy lengthy processes. Commercial enterprises do not 
wish to give competitors the opportunity to build sophisticated 
applications without the time delay inherent in their 
development. 

Acoustics Australia 

The overall linguistic picture is complex and indicates that 
viable populations that speak thc same language with a 
consistent phonology will be very few outside of Australia and 
New Zealand. However the region does have larger 
populations that speak accented fonus of either English or 
French. One opportunity is fortelephone speech technology to 
enter any population at a level of low perplexity recognition 
IlSing external English or French models. This is initially 
tedious but has worked for applicatiollll in Australia. This 
development from low perplexity recognition is yet to be 
demonstrated in New Zealand. The penetration of :ruch 
systems will clearly depend on the degree of accenting relative 
to the base models on which the externally developed systems 
are based. Studies that examine the "data increment" required 
to seed effective transformation of recognition performance, 
having a defined perplexity, from one accented fonn of 
English to another would shed light on the likelihood of 
success for this approach. Inhibitors to this approach may arise 
from a telecommunications cost p=pecnve, and from any 
lack of relevance of lIVlIilable computer-based infonnation. 

Another initiative that could be examined is the analysis of 
thc likelihood of telephone-based information access based on 
one of the "contact" languages such as ''Tok Pisin" which has 
two million speakers. It seems clear that Tok Pisin bas the 
semantic capllcity to readily handle spoken information 
queries. Studies to examine the variance in the realisation of 
Tok Pisin could help to asses.~ the likelihood of success. It is 
clearly within the bounds of cross-speaker intelligibility but 
may strain the viability of currcnt specch recognition 
techniques.1t is significant for this approach that Tok Pisin has 
been systematised into a grammar and dictionary so the 
necessary information on which to build componerrts in 
addition to phoneme models required for speech mcognition 
systems are available (Mihalic, 1971). 

The major inhibitors arc perhaps threefold: the cost of 
devclopment of systems relative to the economies of the 
beneficiaries; the availability of relevant information at a 
''telecost distance" (Ward, 1995) that is viable for the use of 
such systems; and cultural distance from the high_tech western 
_ld 

6. CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS AND 
ASPIRATIONS 

Developments are currently focused in Australia and New 
Zealand but aspirations cover most of the region. There is a 
strong awareness amongt.i many leaders in the region that they 
must access thc information hlgh~ of the world but the 
opportunitics for the use of spoken language are not widely 
appreciated. 

Overcoming the barriers of remote communities 

The Community Tclcscrvi(,Xl Centre (CTSC) concept was 
devcloped forrural areas ofScandanavia in the 1980sand the 
derivative "Tclecottage" concept in the UK and Ireland in the 
early 1990s, and in Australia during the 19903 (Qvortrup, 
1993; 1994). Qvortrop points to three barriers to the effective 
introduction of infonnation services to remote areas: The 
service barrier due to services related to urban rather than 
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remote rural necds: the cost barrier duc to low usage with 
respect to capital invcsnncnt, and thc qualification barrier duc 
to the lad: of'skills in navigating through complex systems 
towards valuable target information. The CTSC concept can 
lower the cost barrier by concentrating traffie but it needs 
cultural .awareness and appropriate technology to overcome 
the service and qualification barriers. :Speech teclmology 
could overcome both of these ~f appropriate language 
resourcC,S llIC available. 

Language .Resources 

Speech Technology is built illl a foundation ,of language 
resources. These resources for speaker COInllllIllities in 
developed CDuntries have become the focus ofinteru;e effort in 
recent years. They comprise se~'eral facers, notably, a 
pronouncing dictionary in whicla the (ldbDgmphic form of the 
language is linked to its phonemic form, a language model in 
which the way thal dictiunary enlrie~ (words) are typi<:ally 
strung together is defiued in ~lu,-,hw>lk ~s. and 11 sel of 
phone models in which the r.mge of aoow;tic TtlaliS"dlions of 
each phuneme in a substantial r.mge uf cunlext~ are aL~o 
represented statistically. The development "r lh""e ~ll1rces 
for a new speaker comrnilllity can be prohibitively ex!,en<ive 
unless they c;m be adapted from existing models fOT related 
speaker communities andlorbe ,leveloped using a partnership 
between low-cost labour and high-tech f"cilities 

Developillg Partnerships 
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A mechanism for rtl,>1Ol1ai par1llcnhips 

In 1"991 the Coordinating Commll1c\: lor Specch Database~ 
aud. Assessment (COCOSDA) was established to unite speech 
scientistJ; and speecb technolugi,t> in creating bestl'racti~~ for 
creating Te~our~~s for the dcvelopment and cyaluation of 
speech t~~hnologies.ln 2000 Ibis international CD1L'lortium has 
been restructured to focus on key spoken lanb'llage resource 
technologies aCfOsssix major world regions, of which Oceania 
lis <l!le. The immediate task is to dcvelop a network of cxperts 
in speech technology, in the linb'llisti.cs ofthe region, and in 
the cultures of the region to examine th~pm"1'~cts fin regional 
partnemlrip. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
'Several challenges for the introduction.of speech technology 
in countries of Oceania have been presented. As access to 
information is an essential factor for human development, 
th"", is impetus lilT as<essing these challenges and then 
rcrommcnding th~ implementaliun of ilie appropriate 
technology to delivcr that information. Th~ modern portable 
IJlllltimedia perwual CDrnputer is weU adapted to provide a 
personal information interface. The ublqUltous presence of 
such interfaces and presentation softwarc that is adaptable to 
all levels of hUJJlllJl-computer familiarity would present an 
ideal homan-infmmation network. A~ this ideal is currently 
unattainable on economic grounds we m1L~t look at the role of 
the simpler interface offered by the telephone. Its 
implOlJ'TJentalion co,ls are low by compari,on and the demami~ 

thatilplaccsonCVCllUnfamiliaruscrsarc larlcss 
11 is thcreforc the claim of this papcr that initiatives to 

examine closely the opportunitIes for the u,e of the telephone 
as an infonnation interface using speech technology should be 
advanced in the Occania rcgion. Tho region presents a unique 
challenge to speech technolO!,'Y on account of its linguistic, 
geogmphic, and cullum! composition. 
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tests with naive unfamiliar listeners also showed the six voices 
to be highly confusable 

Recordings and Cepstral ProeeSlling 

Use was made of twu sets of recordings to furnish geouine 
long-term dati for comparison. These were separated by a 
period of four years (DM) and ooe year (the others), and are 
referred to as R(erording) I and R(ecording) 2. Details of the 
within- and between·speaker variation in the two sets of 
recordings can be found in Rose (1999a) for RI, and Rose 
(1999b) forR2. Two sets of data were obtained in the second 
recording, and data from the second set were used. In order to 
elicit a selection of realisti(:a1ly varying intonational patterns, 
speakers were asked to say the word hello as they imagined 
they might say it under six different situations. (I) answering 
the 'phone, (2) announdng their arrival home, (3) questioning 
if someone was there, (4) greeting a long-lost friend, (5) 
passing someone in the corridor, (6) reading it off the page. In 
the second recording session these were expanded to: (7) 
meeting the Prime Minister, (8) admiring someone's 
appearance, and (9) trying to attract somoone's attention. 
Some speakers, especially EM, preferred utterances other than 
hello (e.g. Hi, Hey, Gllay) forsome situations, and so bad less 
hello tokens than the others. 

The he/Ins were recorded using professional equipment 
in the A.N.u. phonetics laboratory recording studio. The 
resulting analogue signals were then sampled at 10kHz, and 
analysed (ILS API routine) by linear prediction (LP-order 14) 
of 20msec Hamming-windowed frames with 100% pro
emphasis and a frame advance of 6.4msec. The boundaries of 
the IIJ, the offset of modal phonation in 10uJ, and the onset of 
the first vowel were determined from inspection of the wave· 
form produced by the ILS SGM command (yiclding a quasi
spectrogram plot), in conjunction with conventional analog 
wide-band spectrograms. The following seven temporal 
landmarks were defmed: the middle of the IV; 25% intervals 
ofthe duration of the lou/; and the middle of the first vowel if 
pre~ent. The ILS analysis frames corresponding to the 
landmarks were then identified, the centrc- frequency of the 
first four fonnants identified, and transferred to a spreadsheet 
for statistical analysis. In addition, the set of 14 LP-derived 
cepstral coefficients corre~"ponding to each landmark were 
retained for further processing. 

Cepstral distances were calculated hoth for the entire 
Nyquist intcrva1, ami also for suh·bands of this interval. This 
was done in order to obtain cepstral analogues of the formant· 
based measures of variance and distance that are commonly 
sought in forensic speaker identification. To this end we used 
Clermont & Mokbtari's (1994) parametric fonnulation of the 
cepstral distance, which permits a posteriori specification of 
the upper and the lower bound of any freqnency sub-band 
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between OHz and the Nyquist frequency. The :rub-bands 
oIXII1:esponded to the spectral regions straddling the frequency 
:muge of each of the four observed formants. The upper bound 
for each sub-band WIll! set at the frequency of the highest 
tne:an-fonnant's centro-frequency cbserved plus one standard 
deviation, and the lower bound at the lowest mean minus one 
standard deviation. For example, the highest mean Delltre

fu:quen.ey (499 Hz) for FI in I1J was produced by RS, with a 
standard deviation of 17 Hz; and the lowest mean cen~ 
frequency (405 Hz) for Fl in IIJ was produced by PS, with a 
standard deviation of 30 Hz. The sub-band constrained to the 
FI-range was thus specified in terms of an upper bound of 
499+17 = 516 Hz and a lower bound of 405-30 = 375 Hz. 

3. RESULTS 
IDtonation 

As intended, the di:fferent situations did elicit a forensically 
realistic variety of different intonational patterns. Thirteen 
different patterns occurred, vrnich were formally classifiable 
according to their nnclear pitch into five types: Fall, Rise, 
Downslep, Fall-Rise and Rise-fall (Rose 1999b: 10). With the 
exceptioo of JM, who produced proportionately more 
downsteps, the between-speaker intonational variety was 
largely comparable. 

Auditory pbonetie quality 

Although the speakers were largely comparable in the 
supmsegmental aspects of their phonetic quality, they showed 
both between· and within-speaker segmental variation lTI the 
hackness and rounding of the diphthongal offglide in lou/. 
(Realisations of Australian loul typically show a wide range in 
the bnckness of the d,phthongal offglide). The loul diphthongs 
in the data collected here have an offglide ranging between [y-] 
and [ti-lu+] (and a fairly opcncentral initial target [Ill). They 
are thus representative ofa major part of the typical range. 
Two speakers (pS and RS) consistently had what sounded l'ke 
a backcrlrounder off-glidc: [u+]; OM's offglide was 
consistently fronter: [til, and 1M's ofJglide SOllIIded slightly 
ftonter and lower: [Ilr]. The other twu speakers showed within
speaker variation. Some of EM's lou/ tokens sounded the 
same as DM's, and some sounded backerlmore rounded, 
although not as much as PS and RS. MD was notable for his 
wide range of off· glide realisations, from [u+] through [fl] to 
[y.]. Also noti(:eable were difference~ in the sC(:ondary 
articulation of III (pharyngealised. vs velarised), and incidental 
differences in the first vowel phoneme IA! vs.leI vs.I'iJJ1. An 
important point is that, as a result of these auditory linguistic 
differences, it was possible to discriminate rather easily ~e 
pairs of speakers who had similar voice quality but different 
phonetic quality. 

Formant analysi8 

As might be expected from the similarity in their auditory 
voice qnality, some pairs ofspcakers had very similar mean F
patterns. Within·session Euclidean distances were calculated. 
for all between·speaker pairs for all four formants both 
combined, and mdividually for both J'e<.,"1Jfdings. Figure I 
shows the mean F·pattems of the two most similar speakers in 
R2 (PS, DM), according to overall Euclidean distance. The 



-- --
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Figure I. MCaI' F-pallCrnS oomr,mrod tar PS and OM 

mC311 Euclidean distance for Ihis pair ov~r all four fOmlaJlt, 
was 109 HL, with individual f(nmanL" Ii-om F1 thnlllgh F4, a, 
f"lIoW8:' 15 1I7, 13& Hz, 118 lIz, 120 liz. (In Rl the most 
simil~r pair was DM and.MD, who were separated overall by 
101 Hz, ""ith individual fonnant differences of 39,81. 160, 
and 85 Hz (Rose 199%; 17)).lt can be ~een from figur~ 1 that 
I'S and UM display a fairly high level of congruence in all 
formants except FJ. at the onset oflhe diphthong, and 1'2, l'3 
and F4 at offset. Notably, the difference in F2 over the last two 

tu above,;1 was gen~mlly .,.d"Y l{}id~ntiry lh,,,e six speah,.,,' 

fonnants--for ~ome even up to F5. TheTe were two 
exceptions. In both recordings, JM appeared to have two close 
resonallces in the area of F4, neither of which was 

Tablc2.r-mtiooforccpsrral andformantanalysi' 

5. DISCRIMINATION ANALYSES 
In forensic phonetic case-""(Irk, the emphaSIS is on 
discrimination between same-wice samples and diffcrcnt-



Although it quantifies tile relative performance ofthe cep
stral and formant analyses, thi~ test is forensically uon:alistic 
because it uses single-session data (Rose 1999b:I,2). 
Therefore a secornl, forensically more realistic, test was per
formed with the long-Ienn different session data provided by 
recordings I and 2. In this test, the within-speaker comparison 
was, of COUIl!e, across the two reC<lrding sessions. Thus, for 
example, all OM's hello loh:ns in his first recording were test
ed against all his hello tokens in his second recording, and 
against all the heilosofall other speakcrs in both rccordings. 
The second test involved 376 within-speaker and 3688 
between-speaker comparisons. The second test thus simulates 
a situation where a criminal and a suspect sample, separated 
by a long stretch of time, are being C<lmpared using one hello 
token in each sample. (In reality, of course, much more mate
rial in each sample would be compared, and usually the sam
ples would be ~eparated by a much shorter stretch of time.) 

The tests are crude, and make use of nothing but 
unweigbted distances between samples as thresholds. First, 
the mean between-speaker and within-speaker distances, and 
the mean standard deviation of the between-speaker and 
within-speaker standard deviations, were calculated for values 
at the 75% point. The discriminant threshold was then set at 
halfway between the between- and within-speaker mean 
values. Given the similar standard deviations observed with 
this procedure, this should ensure that values close to an EER 
should be obtained, assuming distributional normality. The 
EER was then fOWid as the mean of the discriminant 
performances for the between- and within-speaker 
comparisons. Because the F-ratio values for FI and F3 at 75% 
were not so high as for F2 and F4, performance was evaluated 
only for F2 and F4 in the formant analysis. We did not know 
what to expect for the cepstnun, so we evaluated the cepstral 
performance at aU four formant ranges, as well as over the 
whole range. 

6. RESULTS 
Results are shown, as equal errorpercent correct performance, 
in table 3, Table 3 shows firstly that, as expected, performance 
decreases with the different session data, The best 
perfonnance (79"10) is clearly obtained by (whole-range) 
cepstral analysis for the same session data, but both analyses 
perform equally well, as far as best performances are 
C<lncerned, for the different session data: the value for F4 
(64%) is cffectively the same as the 63% for the whole-range 

Table 3. Equal discrimioationperformanoe (%) ofCepstrum 
(C) and Fonnant (F) analyoos at 75% offoU/in hcllo 

Cepstral (A2) session 
(R1 & R2) 

F2 69 

~~:~:~~~~~ 
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cepstrum. It is, of course, highly unlikely that F4 will be 
available for use in real forensic case-work, barring 
comparison with rhotics, so perhaps it is more realistic to draw 
comparisons with F2. Here the results are clearer. The cepstral 
analysis is 10% better than the formant in the same session 
data (79"11. vs. 69%), and 5% better (63% vs. 58%) for the 
different session data. While F4 is not fully admissible on 
gmWlds of availability or measurement unreliability, cepstral 
analyses spanning the entire Nyquist interval are not thus 
hampered, and can therefore be justifIably exploited to 
implicate the higher-formant range. It can be noted, moreover, 
that the F2 range cepstrum performance (62%) is still 4% 
better than the formant analysis with F2. 

The fairly good agreement observable between the 
perfonnance for the individnal fonnants and that for the 
cepstral formant ranges is presumably because the fonner are 
the primary determinants of the spectral shape. However, it is 
also a nice indication that the cepstra\ sub-band analysis 
works. II is important to note that the fact that no rub-band 
analysis outperformed the full-range analysis does not 
automatically indicate the superiority of the latter. This is 
bccause we dcliberately constraincd the sub-bands to 
correspond to formant ranges. In the different-session 
comparison, the F2 sub-band (62%) contains effectively as 
much discriminating infonnation as the whole spectral range 
(63%). It is therefore entirely possible thatbetter performance 
might occur wltb unconstrained sub-bands than with the full 
range. If this is the case, an unconstrained !rub-band ~epstral 
discrimination might have the potential to outperfonn a 
formant discrimination by more than the demonstrated 5%. 

7. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND WAY 
AHEAD 

This paper has shown that, in the very re~tricted task of 
comparing samples at a single landmark in hello, the cepstrum 
does discriminate forensically realistic data better than 
formants, by at least 5%. Moreover, the overall good 
discrimination. performance of the cepstrwn at some other 
landtnarks in hello (not demonstrated in this paper) indicates 
that it is less sensitive to different landmarks than the formant 
analysis. In forensic lICience, pcrfonnancc must outweigh 
understandability for juries. In addition, the practicality of thc 
cepstrwn in avoiding measurement problems that are inherent 
to formant-frequency estimation is also a criterion in its 
favour. Thus we concludc that spectral shape parameters like 
the LP-cepstral coefficients do have a more important role to 
play in forensic speaker identification than has been 
demOl1lltrated to date. Whether this role is as an adjunct or as 
an alternative to the formants remains to be seen. 

Further research is required into the effects of di:ffercnt 
reC<lrding conditions (e.g. telephone); the pre-treatrnent of 
cepstral coefficients; of sample size; and the use of more 
sophisticated discrimination strategies, including weighting; 
the involvemcnt of more than one landmark; and 
unconstrained sub-bands. It will also be interesting to see 
whether the cepstrum produces a more homogeneous set of 
resulta with resPllct to individual spCakers and speaker pairs 
With formants, different-session within-speaker 



discriminalion of RS is particularly bad, for example, and only 

offset by g,J<)(j performance with other i>-peakers. IdeaUy, of 

course, all same-speaker hello pairs lllJSt be discriminable 

from different-speaker pairs. Ultimately. however, we wiJl 
neoo to move al'.'lIy from the average probubi lities of overan 
discrimination r,lIes to the calculation of likelihood ralios for 

cepstnll distances, so that the laller can be used within the 

appropriate Bayesian approach for forensic S\:ience (Champod 
& Meuwly 2000). 
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AUDITORY AND F -PATTERN VARIATIONS 
IN AUSTRALIAN OKAY: 

A FORENSIC INVESTIGATION 

Jennifer R. EUiott 
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School of Language Studies 
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ABSTRACf. An unden!tanding ,,[the acom;Ucproperties, as wen !IS the nature o(within_ and between_speaker variation, ofwwds which 
occur with high frequency in natural discourse, is "fgreat importance in foren..;c phonetic analyses. One wordwhich occurs with relatively 
high fi"equency in natural discourse,includingtclcphone conversations, which areoftcn a sollrccofdata in forensic OOl:I1p<Irisons, is okay 
This paper presents tbe initial!findings ofa study of auditory andiF-pattcm variations in o,my ina natural telephon"c~ionspokenhy 
six male speakers ofgeru:ral Australian English.. Seven pre-defined sampling points are measured within each token 10 determine the most 
efficientSlUllpling points and fonnants for distinguishing between-speakervnriation fromwithin-speaker-vnriation in okay. F-ratios Ilithe.., 
Seven sl1!IIpling points are calculated !IS a merurofratios of between- to within-sp.ak<:r variation. The greal<:st F_ratio i. shown to be fur F. 

arvoice onset of thesecondvaweL Forccsicimplications 8" __ '"_=_'''' ____________ -----1 

1. INTRODUCTION 
When phoneticians are asked to compare samples of speech 
for forensic purposes they are faced with a specialised case of 
speaker verification which involves comparing a sample of 
speech which is known to be associated with a crime, with 
another sample of speech from a known person who is 
suspected of being involved in the crime. This forensic 
application of speech analysis is based on the a:3swuption that 
there will be greater variation between speakers than within a 
speaker. 

Nolan (1983: 6-14) notes that forensic speaker verification 
or identification msks are inherently more complicated than 
other fonns of speaker identJficatiQn, where a sample of 
speech is compared against another predetermined sample for 
the purpose of authenticating ill verifying a speaker is who he 
m she claims to bc. Apart from the obvious difficulties 
inherent in comparing speech samples rccorded at different 
times and usually under very different conditions, the speech 
samples used in forensic phonetics are invariably both 
uncontrolled and restricted in content, leaving a minimal 
amount of speech for analysis and cQmparison. The recording 
of the criminal, for example, may constitute only a few short 
words. It is desirable that the linguistic data from bQth samples 
used in a fQrensic comparison are, if possible, linguistically 
equivalent, and the best results are likely to be obtained. wbcn 
the same lexical items are compared. For this reason words 
whkh ocoor frequently in conversation are likely candidates 
for analysis aud comparison. 

One word that is used frequently as a tool of negotiation in 
conversational English is okay. This word functions both as a 
response such as agreement, acceptance or conflrnl3tion to 
preceding talk, and/or as a transitional device between two 
stages of a cQnversation (Merrit 1984; Condon 1986). 
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Furthermore, as Schegloff (1979, 1986) and Schegloff and 
Sacks (1984) have demonstrated, okay occurs frequently in 
both openings and closings of telephone conversations, which 
in turn are Ihe most common source of recordings used in 
forensic comparisons. The question therefore arises: is okay 
an appropriate word to use in forensic analysis, and if so, how 
useful is it for distinguishing between speakers? 

Research by Rose (1997, 1999), in which the within- and 
between,speaker differences in hello spoken by six speakers 
were examined, demolll;trated that even similar sounding 
speakers "can be distinguished on the basis of significant 
differences in their acoustics" (Rose 1997: 35). Based on these 
findings, a similar hypothesis was proposed for the present 
study: that there will be greater variation in the acoustics of 
okay between speakers than within a speaker. If this 
hypothesis was confinned then a secondary question would 
arise: which paris of the word okay provide the clearest 
evidence of between-speaker differences? The research was 
designed both to test the hypothesis and, if the null hypothesis 
was disproved, to seek an answer to this question. AlthQugh 
both auditory and acoustic analyses are indispensable in 
forensic analysis, one of the key measures of comparison of 
forensic phonetic acoustic analysis is the fonnant- (F-}paiteru 
of short,term segments. This paper describes briefly the 

auditory variations in the phonetic realisations often tokens of 
okay from each of six different speakers of general Australian 
English (as described by Mitchell & Delbridge 1965, Burridge 
& Mulder 1996, for example), and reports the F-pattern 
variations of these same tokens when examined from an 
acoustic phonetic perspective. This study represents the first 
stage in a broader research project on the subject of auditory 
and acoustic within- and between-speaker variations in 
Austrnlianokay. 
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2. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND DATA 
COLLECTION 

In keeping with the nature of data used in forensic phonetics, 
a premium was placed on the dalll being collected from naturnl 
conversation. A map task was devised to engage pairs of 
participants in a conversation requiring negotiation, potentially 
leading to the elicillltion of several tokens of okay from each 
spea\rer. In order to encapsulate each conversation as a closed 
speech event, the task was carried OIlt by tclephone, th\18 
providing a distinct beginning and end to each interaction. 
Recording a speaker engaged in a telephone conversation had 
two additional advanlllges. Firstly, it enabled a clean speech 
signal of a single speaker conversing with someone else to be 
recorded without the attendant confusion of overlapping talk 
from the other speaker (a common cbarncteristic of natmal 
conversation). Secondly, since there was no eye contact 
between the speakers, all communication had to be verbal, 
thus increasing the opportunity for negotiation, and hence the 
likelihood of eliciting numerous tokens of okay. The 
recordings used in acO\18tic analysis were made directly, and 
not through the telephone. 

The study involved six native speakers of general 
Australian Eng1illh working in pairs, as indicated in Table I. 
All participants were aged between 16 and 20 years, and were 
from similar socio-economic hackgrounds. In order to 
minimise the effect of convergence of linguistic styles between 
the participants (Giles & Coupland 1991: 60-93), each pair 
was also well acquainted. In addition, a number of the 
participants were from the same family (they were either 
brothers or cousins), and although they were nnt necessarily 
paired together, it was hoped that this would impose a slightly 
higher level of control over the possibility of confounding 
8Ociolinguistievariables. 

Table I. Pairs ofpartI=;=·cipan="-,----,,--, 

MO JE PE 

MO GO 

The map task involved two similar, but not identical maps. 
The caller was required to guide their partner (the recipient of 
the telephone call) through a predetermined route marked on 
the map. The negotiation of the differences between the maps 
would provide the opportnnity for the elicitation of tokens of 
okay. The caller was recorded directly in the recording studio 
of the Phonetics Laboratory at the Australian National 
University, asins • Nakamicl;i 500 stenlo f:1IJ5We deck and a 
Sony ECM-909A mim.lpIlone. From tbiII "-'COrding the ten 
tokens of _ wIticll cooId be Jm5t euily ifolated from the 

surrounding talk, and which had the least excess noise, were 
extractcdfor acoustic analysis. 

3. AUDITORY ANALYSIS 
The Australian Oxford Dictionary (published in 1999) 
suggests that the Australian English pronunciation of okay 
tOU'kClt has three phonemic segments, consim.og of two 
diphthongs (V, and V,), separated by a voiceless velar stop 
(C). Auditory analysis of each of the sixty tokens studied 
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Tahle2. OOOUlTCllCllS of different phonetic rcaligajions of 
Australilm oktly segments by each speaker 

V,lout DL EO GO MO IE PE 

3 4 8 0 6 0 

" 6 5 0 7 3 0 

~ 
I I 2 I I 0 

f--'-- 0_ t-'-- 0 t-'-- t-'--;- 0 0 0 I 0 I 

1-" 
~ I-'-

0 0 I 0 0 

k" 10 10 6 10 9 t-'--k 0 0 4 0 I I 

9 0 0 0 0 0 4 . 0 0 1--'-- '-- 0 t-'-V,felf 

" 8 3 9 8 f-,- +-g 
" 0 I I 0 0 0 

0 6 0 0 7 I . 2 0 0 I 0 0 

'" 0 0 0 I 0 0 

showed considerable variation in the phonetic realisations of 
these segments, bnth wiiliin and between speakeIll. Phonetic 
realisations of each of the three segments from auditory 
analysis are set out in Table 2. 

Table 2 shows thatVj was realised as a diphthong only once 
out of the 60 tokens analysed. Interestingly, this particular 
token was also irregular in that V, was palatalised ([e'khiel]). 
Thus the generalisation can be made that V, of okay in 
conversational general Australian English is usually realised as 
a monophthong. Moreover, this monophthong was in the 
majority of cases, centralised to {:I] (a typical realisation of 
unsm:ssed vowels) or centralised and lowered to [til One token 
of the low back vowel [aJ was alim elicited from each speaker 
except PE, whose V, was realised 900,1, of the time as the 
slightly raised central rounded vowel [e] 

The !kJ was most commonly realised as an aspirated 
voiceless velar stop. For cxample this wa.~ the case 100% of the 
time for DL, EO and MO, and 90% of the time for JE. The stop 
was aspirated in sil< of GO's tokens. while the remaining four 
were unaspirated voiceless stops. PE again differed the most, 
with only four tokcns being aspirated, whilc one was a 
voiceless unaspirated stop, four were realised as voiced stops, 
and in one token the consonant was fricated throughout, 
without an audible hold phase. 

With V,., 43 of the 60 tokens were realised as diphthongs. 
In keeping with the findings of previous studies of Australian 
English (for example Harrington et.a!. 1997,) the rust target 
for this vowel was consistently lowered, and _ realised as [E J 
rather than [elIn two instances, the offglide was more central 
than high, but in one of these cases, this may have been due to 
anticipatory coarticulation (Laver 1994: 379) for a bilabial 
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appT<l~irnant, iwi, which followed in th<: next. word, however 
thi~ requires further investigation. In a number of instances, v, 

was not realised as a diphthong at ~11, but. v.llS re~lised simply 
as an open-mid front. [E]. Six instances of this were elicited 
from EO, seven from JE and one from PE. Extreme lowering 
of V, to [m] was also occasionally heard, twic;e by DL and Ollce 
by MO, and in tlach or lht\';~ imtanc~s v, was also realised as 
a monophthong. Th~ incidence of both I~/ and Ia:/ in v, of 
okay, suggests that tloere is possibly a choice ofphonCffiCs for 

this syllabic in Austrnlian .English (c.t Rose's (1997, 1999) 
findings for V, of Australian hello) 

While the stlpr:lsegmental structure will not be discussed 
in dctail in this paper, it should be noted that there is also 
considerable ,,-ariation in the realisation ofsn-e:;s. In all but. one 

instance, the major stress fell OIl the second syllable: EO 
provided the only token where the stress tell on Sl, and (he 

general lenition and centralising of VI n()jed ahove may well 
be accounted for in tenns of stress 

4. ACOUSTIC ANALYSTS 
Tokens were digitised at Hi kH~, and the F-pattern was 

on n CSL 4300 by generatinl( wide band 
and using the FIT Jl<!wer spectrum facility 
the LPC filter response at selected sampling 

Jl<!ints. A filter order of 20 kHz was used. with hamming 

window and 100% prcemphasis. The first four peaks ""ere 
measured to extract an estimate ofllie centre freqnencies oJ"thc 
ii-pattern, based on the expected ffC<jucnciC8 Jor each giVt:rl 

phonetic,egment. 
The primary aim, of the experiment \\Iere to detennine 

wMther or oot it is practicable to u,e ok~y in forensic 
comparisons, and if 00, which pnrt of the 'I'ourd okay provides 
the best F-pattern for determining between-speakcr 
differences. Since the tokens were to be used for comparing 

both within- and between-speaker variations, it was = mial 
that the sampling points ",,-ere also comparable across all 

tokens. To ensnre the integrity of measurements between all 
the tokens, seven sampling point~ were chosen at. which to 

S I. withinthefirstthrccrcgular~ottalpniscsofV, 

(V, onset); 

2 within 100 la,t three regulilr glottal pulses of V, 
(V offglide); 

S, 3 

within the first three gloual pul"es of V, 
(V,onsd); 

6. at the lowest point ofF, within V, (V, mid); 

7. at the highe,t point of . I' , within Y,(V,otIglidc). 

Figur. I. Wi<kbond 'p<ctrogram 'howing sampli~ [lOint. of 
okavtokens 

Tabl.3. F-raliostor eachtonuantateoch.ampling 
poinlinurd"r()fma;:nitu<le 

SamplingPoinl F-ratiD CGnJidencelevel 

V20nset 32.367 000 
I V2of1glide " 29.937 ~ V20nset F3 25.791 .000 

V20nset 

'0 .000 

'0 .000 
V1 oH~ide 18.102 

V2mid 16.581 

F' 
I V20tfglide F3 .000 

V10nset .000 

" 10.836 

V2 mid F3 10.239 
V10tfQlide 

9.093 

C release F3 8.872 

~ F4 

~Iease 5.124 00' 
V2mid 4.193 003 
V2 oHglide F2 000 

V10ffglide F4 00£ 

~ 3.185 0>4 
V10nset F2 2.903 0>, 
Crelease F2 0"' 
V20ff lide 

~::::: ~ " I 

The cSlimatOO c~ntre frequencie~ of the first four formants for 



1964; WolfI972; Nolan 1983; Rose 1999, 1997). The greater 
the magnitude of the F-rano, then oorrespondingly, the greater 
between- to within-speaker vanation can be expected. A series 
of univariate ANOVAs was performed to calculate the F-ratio 
for cach formant at each of the seven sampling points. The 
sampling points with the highest F-ratios were deemed to 
represent the most promising parameters for distinguishing 
between speakers. The results in order of magnitude of the F
ratio are set ont in Table 3 

The resnlts indicate that the most efficient sampling point 
for distinguishing between speakers in Australian okay is F 4 at 
V, onset, with an F-ratio of32.367. This is followed closely by 
F. at the V, offglide (F=29.937), while the next most efficient 
sampling points are F, at V, onset (F=25.791) and Fl, also at 
V, onset (F=21.631). The magnitude of these F-ratios is 
snfficiently high to suggest that these sampling points are 
acceptable for distinguishing between speakers, although 
higher F-ratios have been found to occur in a range of other 
parameters which have not been considered here. For example, 
Wolf (1972: 2048) found ''individual fundamental frequency 
parameters had the highest F ratio of all the parameters 
investigated" in his study, withF-ratios forF, ranging from as 
high as 84.9 down to 30.9. In Wolf's study, the only formant 
measurements taken were F, and F, for vowels fref, fa! and the 
schwa j;:,/, and F-ratios for these nlnged from 46.6 (for F, of 
/a:!) down to 15.5 for F, of fre!. The highest F-ratio in the 
present study falls at around the median resnlt of Wolf's study, 
while the four highest F-ratios noted above for the present 
study all ocwr within the top two-thirds of Wolf's values. 

A further comparison conld be madc with Nolan's (1983) 
study in which F-ratios were calculated for IS speakers for F" 
F, and F, of the two English liquids, flf and frf. Nolan found 
that F, provided the highest F-nlti05 (F=216.9 for Irf and 
F=77.8 for fll). Although, as Nolan (1983: 102) notes, the high 
value for Irl may be due in part to "an artefact of the formant 
extractiOilprocess", these values are still considerably higher 
than the F-ratios obtained from Australian okay, which 
compare more closely with Nolan's lowest F-ratios, which 
were recorded for the two lower formants of tv (for F, F=17.7, 
and for F, F=21.6). Nevertheless, Nolan (1983; 115) concludes 
that "Spectral information from initial allophones of !If and 
Irf ... yicld moderate identification rates ... [and] are worth 
incorporating in a speaker identification scheme making use 
of segmental information." The comparability of the top 25% 
of F-ratios found in Australian okay (set out ill Table 3) 
suggests that the formants at these sampling points are also 
worthy of incorporation in a forensic analysis, particularly as 
this data was recorded from naturn.l speech events, rather than 
having been obtained from read-ont speech, as was the case for 
both the Wolf and Nolan studies. (Greater within-speaker 
variation would be expected from natural speech than from 
read out speech, thnslowering the F-ratios.) 

Jum over 50% of the F-ratios were below 10, indicating that 
these parnmeters are the least efficient formants and sampling 
points in Australia okay for distinguishing between speakers. 
Nevertheless, with the exception of the two lowest F-ratios (for 
F, of the offglides of each of V, and V,~ they were still 
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statistically significant, and could be used. It should also be 
noted the the highest F-ratio for each formant was always 
found at voice onset of V" that is, within the first two or three 
glottal pulses of V,. 

Further analysis ofthe data in this study using a Bonf=oni 
post hoc test for the analysts of variance, showed that an 
average of8 out ofa possible 15 between-speaker distinctions 
were found in each of thcsc top 25% formant X sampling 
points. The highest number of between-speaker distinctions 
occurred in F, at V, onsct, where 9 statistically significant 
differences between speakcrs wcre found. The more 
conservative Schdrc post hoc test (which may be preferable to 
use in a forensic analysis) indicated that on average, 7.3 
distinctioIlS were made in the top 25% of F-ratios, with 8 out 
of 15 speakers showing a significant difference for F, at Vi 

One pennt which should be made is that the integrity of 
using the higher formants (and particularly F.) in the context 
of telephone recordings is highly questionable, due to the 
bandpass limitations which affcct the acoustic properties of the 
transmitted signal (Rose & Simmonds 1996). When this is 
taken into account, the actual sampling points which may 
prove useful in forensic analyses, where data has been 
gathered from recordings of telephone conversations, is 
further reduced. 

5, CONCLUSION 
The analysis of F-pattem variations of okay in natural 
conversation has shown there is greater between-speaker 
variation than within-speaker variation in the F-pattcrn of okay 
in Australian English, making this frequently occurring word 
potentially useful in forensic comparisons. Given the 
questionable reliability ofF, in speech samples recorded over 
the telephone, it would appear that the most efficient formants 
and sampling points for measuring between-speaker 
differences are likely to be F, and F, at voice onset of the 
second vowel, while F, at both PO and V, offgJide shonld also 
be uscful. Additional measurements for F, at V, onset and 
midway through V" and for F, at V, offglidc may also be 
valuable in distinguishing between speakers. F, has nol shown 
itself to be a particularly efficient parameter at any sampling 
point in okay. In directly recorded data (as opposed to data 
collected via telephone), the most efficient sampling point for 
distinguishing between speakers is unquestionably at voice 
onset of Y" where a significantly hlgb F-ratio is obtained for 
all of the first four formants. 

No forensic analysis shonld rely on F-pattern alone for 
determining likelihood ratios. While auditory analysis is also 
clearly important, ongoing research on the potential value of 
using the frequently occurring word, okay, in forensic 
investigations will consider other acoustic parameters, 
inclnding fundamental frequency and duration, and will 
attempt some form of quantification of coorticulatory effects, 
snch as the extent of "velar pinching" in V, triggcred by the 
following consonant. In addition a survey will be made of 
intonational and stress patterns of each token, and how these 
relate to their discourse function. Forensic phonetics would 
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also benefit from similar studies of other high frequency 
words, such as yeah, JO, well and y'know, as well as other 
discourse markers such as oh, ah and urn, and theRe could be 
the focus ofli.tturcrcscarch 

NOTES 
This paper was rirs! presented at tbe Eighth Au>1ralian 
International Conference on Speech Science and Technology, 
Canberra 5-7 December 2000. I v;ould like to thank Phil Rose 
for his readiness to provid~ guidance and advice while 
undertaking this project, and the two anonymous confcren~ 
reviewers for their very constmctive comments. 
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Sales 
Infobyte 
The Infobyte iM3 Type 1 p'ecision noise monitor is 
a unique instrument designed specifically for the 
task oflor>g term noise monitoring in hot cl imates 
Compare tll6M fIImuros 
16MB of nonllolatile storage prollid ing secule 
space foro~er a year of data 
95dB dynamic range allows the use of a single 
range selting minimising setup errors 
Peak Overload Detector to ensure Leq res~lts are 
reliable as required byASI2S9,2-1990 
15dB{A) miCfophone self noise a llows accurate 
resu lts down to 25dB(A) . 
+65"C internal temperature rating combined with a 
custom engineered en~;ronmental case allows 
operationinhotAustra lian oonditions 

'II Full hire and placement service available, you tell us where 
and we do the rest - ca ll for a free quote. 

iM3 softwaTfl allows ~irtuany any Leq or Ln 10 be 
calcu lated from the binary ! u ..... ey data and 
~~:esraportqUality9raPhsattheClickofa 

• Free data review at the end 01 each job, inctuding 
hardcopy of daily noise level graphs 

(I Central metropolitan location in Ryde 

U S.tore Leq,O.1 s for over a week to capture 
aircraft flyovers, tratn passing events etc 

MICRO TECH GEFELL 
The Microtach GeIe11 range of microphones 300 
accessories are sold by Infobyte , These high qual~~ 
German microphones are cost effective 
replacements on most name b",nd sound level 
melers and analysers . Contact uS for a price and 
specification for your app lication 

Call Geoff Veale on 9807-8786 to make your booking or enquiry 
InfobytePtyLld 19CurtisSlreet, Ryde. NSW 2112 
Ph. +61-2-9807--8786 E-mail: gveale@ll.nel.au http://wwwJl.netal.liUsersJinfobyle 



Maintaining AAS Archives 
Wilh the Australian Acoustical Society 
having had its official heginnings in 1964 in 
bolhNc",SouthWalesandViotoriaand,asa 
National (nOI Fc<kral) body, it is nO\V old 
moogh to h"". accumulated an interesting 
hi.tory. Anaccountofsomeoftheachvities 
of the AAS and its memhors W"dS published in 
the December 2000 issue of Acoustic, 

At least someofthemarerialfurthesearticles 
dependc.J un the A.'loS posse.sing archival 
record" Unhapp ily, ,ueh archival malerial 
Wllsootasrcadilya,1IiIahlea, "''' ",ouldhave 
liked. Forexamplc,inlhearticlesdescrihing 
the beginning. of the AAS in NSW and 
Victoria, lhe", 'oI'lIS insufficient infonnalioo 
a''lIilahle at the tirne of writing to give a full 
and p",ci><e account of1hc earli""tmeetings, 
particularly IhGSe beld in SydJ1eyin 1964 
during; Augu't.n.J Septcml>cr, Thefinding 
early this year in the Victoria Divi,ion 
archives (currently held by the Gene"l 
Sec,..,tary)oflhemit\utesofthemeetinghcld 
in l Y64in Sydney on September 23 yiclded 
some funhcr inte,.."ting information 

A~ a result of these conlinuing findi ngs, 
whichhaveenable-da n"""prec i.,e recording 
of thew early AAS events, the general 
secretary, David Watkins,suggested that I 
should contribule a briefnotc 10 Acoustic. 
Australia on thekind,ofmaterial thaI should 

.JisctL'lSions at the first Violoria Division 
commirtee meeting for 200] it was 
considered that th~ following i.em, were 

I Membership ",cords. such as those in 
AASDirectories; 

Divisioncommittee meeting'genda,and 
minu tes: with the minutc~ being 
confinned a. lrue and correct, and 
including place, date and time of 
meeling, due cnns'i lulioo oflhemeeting 
as opened and dosed names of tlrose 
prcscnt, apologies, ,ub.lantive.umrnary 
of inward, and outwards correspondence, 
financial statement, sub-oommirtee and 
olhetrepor1S "'ecivcd and arc.:ord ofull 
deci,ion.< duly t>i<eo, with, if,..,quireda 
preci,,,fargumcnts fur and agaimt, and a 
.wnmaryofthe main po ints raised and 
diseussed; 

3. Acousticalll'-substanlivepreci,reportsof 
tcchnical and other gcoeml meetings; 
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4. Official AAS publications (eg, 
Ncw<letters, Dulle!in" Acoustics 
Austrd~a, elC); 

6. Divi sion AGM agenda, minutes 
(co~firmed) and audited fi nancial 

7. Nalional Council mecting agenda, 
minutes (conf; rmed) and financi.1 
statements; 

8 National AGM agend., minutes 
(confirmed) and audited financial 

9 Official oomini.tmti,·e documents, 
;ncluding eon\litution, c<Xleofcthiel, 
admini,tl'lltiveprocedu,..,s,etc 

Whal .hen i, nc~ded i. an eS\ahl i.hed 
recognised and orde!'Cd procedure by ,,1tich 
the National Council >Uld Stale Divisions 
,..,gul.rly (e,g, annually) tran.fer their 
historical records (e.g. lhose more lbanlWo or 

thrc<: ye:m;old) into the rclevanlar<hivc. 1\t 

pt"CS"nt. some rc--organisation oftM\'octoria 
Divi,iouar<hive.i.hoingnndenaken 

Lo,,;"Fouvy 

Errors in Noise Modelling 
I omprest'Tltlyl>Uf\[ing onaprojcctaspartof 

been using some noise modelling ."Ilware, 
cvrn if it i.' a program d""doped by yourself, 
laminte re.tedin bearingaboutanyproblems 
you rnayhavc had or any OOs<.n"llti(}!1'YOU 
may havc made that arc re1e"ant to my 

I am calling for this infonnation as thm' is 
limi.ed literature eXl'loring thi. lopie and I 

wish to draw on the experience and 
knuwkdgeof othorsWOlking in the urca of 
noise modelling. Naturally, I would 
~cknowledge your contribution, in my 

project. So if you I:lk some time to drall up 
a"dotpoinl"lislor sumcthingmor"dc~1il od 

and e-mail it to me ;t would he gratefully 
"w=iated. As I have 10 meet Ibe projecl's 
dcadlinc$. I look forward I(} receiving your 
comment<by 16May2001.lwouldloveto 
hear about any,..,ferencesyou con.,ider to be 

re lcvanltothi.projectasweU. 

Traffic noise prediction 
validation. 
A number of .tudie. have recently been 
undertaken in AU<lralia into Ihc accuracy of 
various rnfiic noise prediction mooels, 
including studies funded by VicRoads, the 
NSW RQads & Traffic Aulhority and 
Queensland Mai n Road$, It i. clear that 
further work i. likely and AuSlroadS is 
currently developing guideline. to assist 
research<:rs in the field. AtL.troods i. the 
as"""iation of Austrnli.n and New Z. aland 
roa<ilran$portahdtrafficauthO/ities, 0"., of 
Austroad.' aims i'lo develop and promo te 

Marshall Day Acoushcs Ply Ltd has been 
commissioned by AuSlruads to prepan: 
b'llidelines for the oss •• smenl ofvalidahon 
srudies of traffic noi"" prediction mood< 
K.:yubjcctivcs fur tM projcct are; to plU'r'ide 
recommendalioru, on a technical ba,is, fora 
pn:fcrrcd traffic noise model fur use in 
Australi. and Ne",. ZealaruilO develop a 

prefer!'Cdmelhodologyforvalidalionstudies 

The first two \;lskli have nuw boencompleled. 
.nd feedback on the draft recommendation. 

Coosultaots, as well a,selecte-d individuaIs 

Copicsoflhedraftrecoounendatioru;are 
available from 
ncilhuybrcgls(if.man.h.llday,com,au. 

NSW 
Gruduat~ Jeffrey Parnell 

QLD 
Member. Terry Ande['l;on., 

Mark Batstonc, 

JacksonYu 



Acoustics 2001 
This conference, organised by the Austtalian 
Acoustical SOCIety (AAS), is being hold from 
21 to 23 November in Canberra, the seat of 
Federal Parliament It is therefore appropri
atetotalrenniseandvibrationpolicyasa 
theme for lIIe conference, Recently there 
have been many changes and revisions of 
policies and this conference provides an 
opportunity for discussion of the various 
issues along with other aspec'" ofaooustics, 

ThclreynOWspeakllrattheopeningwiUpro
vide an overview of the noise and vibration 
policies and provide a personal view of the 
way forward Far each of the sessions 
addressing varions aspems of noise and 
vibration policy the session leader will be 
invited to summarise the current situation. 
Contribnted papeI'!l related to the theme and 
to other topics on sonndandvibration arc 
invilC<iEachpaperwillbeallocated15-20 
minutes. Papersrelalcdtothetherneswillbe 
a1located in the sessions indicaled in the pre
liminaryprogram. Papers on other areas of 
aoousticswill be in theparallel.essioos, 

All so.sions,theteclmkalexhibitionandthe 
social function. will all be held at RYDGES 
CANBERRA, All registranlll are etIDOuraged 
to stay in the conference hotel and a special 
room rate has bccnncgotiated This confer
encewiUcombineoontribntedpapers,tecl1ni_ 
cal presentatioru;, awards and a range of 
social activities inclnded in the delegate reg
istration fee such as wclcome buifet, confer-
enoe dinner and farewell lunch 

Fllrtherinformation: Acoustics2001, AnsI 
Defence Force Academy, Canberra, ACT 
2600,tel:0262688241 (0402240009), 
filx:02 6268 8276 m.burgess@adfa.edn.au 
and_.use~.bigpond.oomIAcou.tic. 

leA 
The 17th International Congress On 
Aooustics (lCA) will be held in Rome, Italy, 
2-7 Septembe:r2001. The congress will be 

held at the Engineering Departments in San 
Pietro In Vincoli,next to the Colosseurn, in 
the centre ofR.ome. The lCA i. the onlycon
gressdevotedtoailaspectsofacOilstics, 
where any acoustician shonld fInd him/her
self at home. The Congress has also been, 
since the very first one in illl ilUltory, a 
mome:ntwhere_ootonlypeople_bntorgani_ 

zations,institutionsandgronps,domeet. 
Further information from 
htlp;!!www.ica200l.itlor Secretariat, lCA 
2001, Dipartimento di Energetica, 
University of Rome "La Sapienza", Via A 

SClITpa,14,OOI6IRome,Italyfax:+3906 
49766932,icalOOI@uniroma1.it 

ISMA2001 
The Interuniversity Center ofAcollltics and 
Musical Research (OARM) and the Catgut 
Acoustical Society (CAS) are pleased to 

present a joint Intemational Symposium on 
Musical Aooustics (ISMA). This will be a 

satellite symposium of the 17th rCA and will 
be held September 10-14 in Pemgia (IlIIly) 
the beautiful chief town of the Umbria 

region. In keeping with previous conferences 
intln. series, ISMA2001 will bring together 
intemational leaders In the musical acoustics 

field 

Further information from 
http://www.cini.vecnr.itJISMA2001 or 

MIlsicalAcousticsLaboratory,Fonciazione 
Scnoladi San Giorgio-CNR, Isola di San 
GiorgioMaggiore,I-30124,Vcnezia,ltaly, 

Fax: +39041 5208135, 
iIlma2001@cini.ve.cnr.it 

Intemoise 2001 
Tnternoise 2001, the 30th International 
Congress on Noise Control Engineering to be 
sponsored by l-INCE, the International 

Institute ofNOlse Control Engineering, will 
beheld In The Hague, The Nctherlands (or 
Holland),on200IAugust27-30. Thetheme 

ofInternoise2001 will be Costs & BenefilS 

of Noise Control and a great number cf 
papersllliJlbepmellJtd. 

Fw1her~from 
bttp:I"'-~2(JI)1.1uddft.1II1l1" 

Congress Secretariat, P.O. Box 1067, NL-
2600 BB Delft, The Netherlands, 
fax+3115262S403, 

secretqry@internoise2001.tudelft.nl 

ICSV8 
The Eighth International Congress on 

Acoustics and Vibration SpoIlllored by llAV, 
tbe lnt=.alional Institute of Acoustics and 
Vibration, will be held in the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region, China, from 
2to6Jnly200l, 

Furtherinformation from h.ttp:/Iwww.iiav.org 
or ICSV8, Dept Mechanical Engineering, 

Hong Kong Pclytechnic University, 
HnnghoIn, Hong Kong, China, lV: +852 
23654703,mmicsv8@polyu.edu.hk 

Acoustics Workshop 
ThisworlrshopwillbepresentedbyNational 

Voice Centre, The UnivcI'!lity of Sydney, 
Tuesday October 9, 2001 from 9am - ~pm. 

The main spe.akers will be Profes.sorliJQh.an 
Sundberg & Neville Fletcher with 
presentations by AIProfessor lennifer Oates, 

AfProfesoor Pamela Davis, Densil Cabrera, 
Jennifer.BIlrIIeS,DebbiePbyland 

!twill be a workshop for all interested in 

acoustics, VIlic~ or singing, speech 

pathoIogy,lingnisticsandspeoohscience 

The course will be a scientific overview and 
praetical demonstration of up_to_date 

methods for acoustic analysis of the speaking 

and singing voice. Issues in the aconstic. of 

the human voice including singer's formant 

and related physiology and rneasurernentof 

wind instrument perforIllllnce will also be 

presented. Factors in VIlice recording 

incilldingthe effed. of different recording 

envirorunents and microphone placement 

wiJl also be presented. 

The format will be lectures and 

demonstrations in the morning and ~bands

on"acollsticanalysisintheafternoonof 

material supplied by the presenters and 

participants will worlc: in small gronpsnnder 

the guidance of the presenters. Registrants 

should have had some experience in using 

aroustic analysis software. The cou"",will 

followa3.5 day workshop on "The S"ience 

ofVoiceandSinging",withProfessorJohan 

S\lI1dbergandJaniceChllpman 

Fw1her infOl"IIlllti.on from National Vake 

Centre, The University of Sydney, NSW 

2006 tel 02 9351 5352, fax 02 93~1 ~351, 

~hs,usyd.edu.au 

Aeoas:tics and music: theory 
and applications 

This conference will be held on 

Koukounaries, Skiatbos Island, Greece from 

September26-30,2001. Itissponsoredby 

theWorldSciet1tificandEngineeringSociety 

(WSES) - Sector of Acoustics and Music, 

Sector of Oceanic Engin_ing and Technical 

Comrnittee of Signal Processing. The range 
of topics to be covered at the conference are 

extensive and range tbmngh ail Ihe areas of 

The venue for the conference is a beautiful, 

wooded Greek island ...-hich w"'" the 

birthplace of many fllJll(lus Artists cfGreece, 

like Alexander Papadiamantis andAlexander 

Moraitidis. Skiathos is known aa tbe Island 

of Poets, During the Conference Official 

Dinner, a small festival I concert will take 

place and conference regi.trants are invited 

toregist~rthcirinterest!npartidplltioninthe 

The cail for papers has been distribnted and 

the confurence details are available from 

bttp:llwww.worldses.orgIwses/conferences/. 
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Responsive systems for active 

NSW Division 
On Wcdn~sday 22 Nonmt.." 2000, the N'SW 
divisionof tl,., AAS wcretrcatcdtoa talk by 
A. soc Prof Fergus Fricke from the llnivcI'Sity 
of Sydney. Fergu.< talked about th~ re",arch 
thathasbcen "nicdOUI .tthcUni'~;ty 
,ince the f irst arch itectura l science 
d~partmeD1 was sel up in 1954 and in 
particular his work since joining the 
Department in 1974. The ",-ening le<:tare was 
hel ~ at NAL and wa. fu lluwcd by an 
informal gathering-wilh drinh and nibble, 

One of the first PhD', awarded in Ih~ 

departmem. duringth" ""rly 1970's,,...,,,, [or 
r,,,earch into aircmfl noise around Sydru:y 
Allport by CaruJ}'n Math~". Thi. rc.carch 
became Ibcbasis "fAu'tT1llia~ Standard AS 
2021 Acoustio., Aircmft noi"" intrusion 
building siting and cm,-'truclinn. Current 
re.carch work b<!inC carried OUI at Ihe 
dcpartmcntinc1udcs' 

Attenuation of sound through ventilation 
opo:ning.byacti\'candpassiveattcnuators; 
TTormo nic form in re,onatingsmmd art; 

Ju,t Noticeable DifJerence~ (IND's) in 
frequency and duralion of>Ounds may be 
uscfulasameasureofaco~Slic qual ity; 

Sound diffusion - did Lmd Rayk~gh bocl it 
right?; 

Prefe rred small room characteristic. for 
music listeningaod perforrnance; 

Charncteristicofspeochdeli, .. redatdiff~""nt 
intensities; 
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al""bcen \lscdwllh ~rucuss in tbe 

prediction of so lind transmission 10'" of 
cavity wal l coru.irllctions using inputs such as 
",,,face density, cavity wi~th. cavity 
in.ulalion thic knc~and flowresislivilyolc 

I " condllding hi !ta l k.rergllsidcntifie~are", 

of acou.tics whcre .. vork is desperale ly 
n~eded. They indud<" 

Acoll,tic provisions of the Duilding Code of 
Au.>tralia-somoare(ll;oflheIlCA.;;uch as 
Ihe inter-tenancy wall construction, are 
woofullyinadequate. whileolho.,;.uch as the 
STC n:qllimnmts tor waste pipes are just 
simplY\Hong; 
Effectiveness of Sydney Aircraft Noi,e 
InslIialionProjoct(SAN1P); 
Research into adaptation to Ihe noi, e 
environment - if"" are able 10 acclimatise to 
a ooisym\'iroruncnt,wby don'twe get used 
to our clock mdios and continue.leeping? 

Additionally. Fergus idmtified some items on 
his personal acoustic "",.i.h lisf" . This 
inc!IIOCS an acoustic "'diOOe" to oomrol the 
direction ofsoundptopagalion. He also g<tV" 

an impassioocd plea for lhe acou,lie 
com mun ity 10 lobby lhe go,'crnmcnt in 
general. and the Mini.<lcr of Education in 
particular.toprolecltbethrcalenedremaining 
JIOCkets of acoustic re",arch in our leaching 

facilili.,. Wilholltth<;:oe departmcnls a whole 
generalion ofacoustic skills could be lost! 
With that in mind Fergus was given a wdl 
de.e ,,'ed round of applau.e aDd Ih~ 

cunwrsal;on "ontiolled over mueh neoded 
food and drinl: 

Ken &"nn~1I alld Marth",,' Harrj'Qn 

Thermal and Fluids Engi ...... ring Depanmem 
(or core capability) of the Building, 
Construclion and Engineering Division. 
under a supcr>'i'<Qry <talTo[fourat Higilctl, 
Melbourne, alld ffin at North Ryde, Sydney. 
Majorcurrentprojeclli ioclude;acti,.., noi,e 
allcnualion for .. vindows (lwoprojcc1, - one 
u,ing piezo_~lectric film on s ingle glaW!g, 
theot.he, a loudspeaker within the cavity o f 
doublo-glazed window.), sound insulation 
systems using concrete panels. quio~ni"g 
lilchen Ta~ge hood, (within a model 
btchon), and a workshop un acou,tical 
huilding regulalions. Ot~cr cur",nt "'<)rl 
includes; re",,,,,,h into b~bble acou'tics (10 

dotecl thcsiz. nod numbors of bubbles) tM 
a<OWitical dctection of leaks in water pipes, 
cei ling fan safely, I~C theoretical pre<l ictioo 

~:~~~~t~o~n,ulati(>n, and quietening pulse 



at Highett inch>.!"" a f(lllt_ 

installatiun with 3_68 x on 
m opetl;~g, 368 x 3_22 m 

floor/ceil ing op"ning and ceil ing /Tames 
Otleof t~up1"'r roomscontainsI50 "ndI 2S 

nun thick concrete slabs for impact tests, a 
tapping machine for impact insulation tests 
and a tapping machine stand for wall impact 
tcsts. An anecboic room with an 80 m' space, 
fot tc,ting above 55 Hz,c1lll be changed to a 
hemi 'a"echoie room by inscning a ,ound
r¢neeti~g fl OOT. 

These facilitie, and assoc iated equipment 
enablea range ofte 'ffiofthererformance of 
building materials and sound ouput of 
sources . In add ition, work outside the 
laboratory can be undertaken, sucb a, befme 
and after site measUl"CIIli:nts for the Sydney 
Aircmft Noise In,ulation Project. 

NOISE CON 2000 CD 
The !<uccesful NoiocCon 2000 conference 
" .... , held in Cal ifornia, 1k<; 3-5 2000 in 
conjWlction with tbe 140th meeting of the 
Aco\I,ticJ1SocietyofArnerica. Thi,wastht 
17th in ~ ..".ia of natin.l cont~ences on 
ooiscoontroln\iineeringthatb<gan in lh. 
USA in 1973. 
The CD-ROM conta ining all the prooecdings 
for ihl:1t)()()oonference also inchldcs the 
proccedin&S of No; ,eCon 96,97,98 Hlld the 
1995 SoundQwliTy Symposium. Tberewas 
no N~in l 999. Thiscomprehen,iy" 
cn ROM II lI''lIilablc from l:lookmastors 
lntCIN~ionlIl USA, fa' 1 419 281 6883, 
ordc!€OOoI:nwter.eom for USS75 

I~ 

Quality Guidelines for Building 
AUSlnllia'sbui ldi ng andconSm>Ctionindustry 
has rcceiv~daboostwith the laWlchof thea 

newselofglobalcnnstructionguideli~s that 

detail how to m~et i nt~rnati onal quality 
stand,,,i<.11>o IatestlnternationalStandard 

Acoust ics A'Jstralia 

The A ... <lm/ian Smndaro. Apn'/20OJ 

BCA On Line 
A new on line version oftM Building C<>de 
of Ausltalia (BCA) had been developed by 
Standards Australia and is a .ubscription 
..,,,,ice which enable u..,,, to access the 
regulatory code. Features of BCA on line 
incl ude he ing fully ,earcbable forlh e 
relevant clause, word to topics; optimised 
on-screc']] viewing ,,;th documenb laid out 
in an easy-to-u,e format; bypcrlinks 
bctween the RCA "olumes as well as lin", 
torcfe[l.']]ccdS tandardsandapnntuptiun 
Chec k out the fTee demoru tration hom 
hup;I/wv. .... ·.~L'ndardS.C<lm.~w' 

TheAus/mlianSlandaro, April 2001 

Participation in Committee 

The Australian Aooostical Society, AAS, lta;; 
been" member of The Federation of 
Scientific and Teehn ological Socie ties, 
FASTS almost since tM inception of the 
Federation in 1985. Over the years Council 
ofAAS h"' regularlyconside red th<ovaluco f 

recently well adveniscd pOlici"l' from the 

Go""",ment which are intended to increa~e 

the funding for science and teehnology in 

Australia. Also the AAS has been within the 

Physic.l Science Board Grouping and it is 
now !""opO..,dthatthcAAS ,hou ld be placcd 

with the Austr..Jiao Society of Biomat<:tials 

and the Clean A;r Socicty of AustraHa and 
NZ in a newly_formed board enti tled 

'Technology". This mean, that the AAS may 

ba"e the oppOrtunity for a greater 

participation in the activities of ilie FASTS 
Board but it a\oo mcao, that efIonsnc<od tube 

made to male uSC ufthis OJ'POrrunity 

Information about the various activities of 
FASTS can be found frurn ww,,·,FASTS.org 

and all members of the AAS arc invited to 

provide tommenl< on tho value of the 

continued membenillip of FASTS and advise 
ouany i.,ues ,,,hich may be.ppropriate for 

presentation to FASTS for action. Pka, c 

send all comments to Marion Burji;e.s, 
m.burgess@adfa .edu_3u or Acoustics and 

Vihration Unit, ADFA, Canborrn ACT 2600 

I~ 

Awards for Challis 

UJui. Challis "nd rusociates, cODSulting 
acou, tic.l and cn\ironmental o:ngineers in 

Sydncy has rcccived two Higbly Conuncnded 

Engineering Exccllence Awanhi from the 

Institution of Eng;n«rs Au<lralia, Sydney 
Divi,ion. The separat. categori e, we", 

'WelfJre, HealthandSafety' Jnd 'lnoovation 

andln\'CTItion·. Theprujoct was the national 

Rail Corporation LOJCOlOOti,'c To.t Cell al 

SpOtswood Victoria. Itis unu ~ua l asit is tbe 

first facility of its type to bc dc.igncdand 

succes.sfully constructed in Australia. 1lIe 

teslcell i.sdesignedlOo~rate at any timeof 

the day ornighl and not disturb the residential 

neighbours living on both sides of the cell. 
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The Alliance 
MB & KJ Davidson Pty. Ltd. has announced 
the exciting news of OROS, mtp 
intematioos.! inc" and M&M Corporation 
join The Modal Shop, LlIISOn Davis, GRAS, 
Briiel Bertrand & Johnson Acoustic., and 
BrIlel Acoustics in the fonnation of a new 
andpotcnt force known as The Alliance. 

Following the SIICce""'" of "The Acoustic 
Alliance" over the past year in providing 
measurementsolutionswith"TotalCustomer 
Satisfaction~, the scope of The Alliance is 
now vastly expanded with very powerful 
vibration measurement and analysis 
techniques available limn the newest team 
affiliate •. 

"By sharing the expert knowledge found in 
each group" said Maurice Mergeay, 
P=i<!ent of M&M Corporation, ''we are 
developingapplicationsolutionstbatwill 
give our extensive customer base a choice of 
highquallty systems providing them witbtbe 
innovative and in1Uitive tools tbey need to 
improve and develop their products" 
"I"homalILagO,PreS1lientcfLarson Davis inc. 
added, "The Aoousric Alliance philosophy of 
"Empowering our Customers' Success" has 
enabled uS to foCW! on tbe real iBsues of 
developingapplicationsnlutionstbatout 
customers need in order to increase tbeirown 
performance, both personoily and 
OIp;isationally". Key elements an: full 
~on of member group products, eOSC 
<>i'0DIltact and the most complete range of 
~ns,rollUltinginwhatisttulya"One

Slop-Shop". 

JIunlIer information: M.B. & K..J 
DAVIDSON PTY. LTD, 1-3 Lakewoad Blvd, 
"-'ide Vic 3195,Tel0395804366Fax 
M ~80 6499, www.davidson.oom.au or to 

Sound Check 
Bnie1 & Kj=announce.s that an alliance has 
been formed with LISTEN Inc., based in 
Boston, USA. Under the agreement, Briiel & 
Kj= will market the SoundCheck 
Electroacoustic Test System throughout the -,< 
LISTEN Inc. was formed by Steve Temme 
who has developed thi" highly versatile, 
software-based system for the production 
line testing of loudspeakers, microphones, 
hearing aids, telephoncsand other acoustic 
transducers. No specialltardware is 
necessary as the system operates using a 
standard professional smmd card installed in 
a normal Pc. SoundCheck is easily 
programmed and is delivered with a range of 
options that automate testing 

SmmdCheck has been optimi .. d for fast 
proouctiontesting, andperfomu; veryrnpid 
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frequency response and distortion tests, 
typically in less than 2to4 seconds. The 

system evoiua!e3 frequency response 
characteristics of the transducer using swept 
sine or noise-based tests. Harmonic 

dislortiOllandspecWdlstoruonparameters 
such as Rub&B=(anevaluationtoolfor 
poor sp<laker/enclosure installations) can 

also be measured. PASSIFAIL criteria are 
easily.et or changed and the PASSIFAIL 
status is shown clearly after each test run, 

showing which test p(IfBmeten; are within the 
definedtolerauces. Tbe ,,},stem alsn provides 
extensive tools for statisticaJ evaluatioo (}f 

the production output. NASA and the U.S 
Navy have chosen SoundCheck for the 
evaluation of their communications ,,},SielllS. 

A numberof"high..,od":mdiocompani .. 

and two of the world'll major manufacturers 
of ceUular phones use SouodCheck, for a 

varielyofapplications. 

For further informati(}n: Bruel & Kjaer 
Austra[ia,Syd 0294502066,Mclb039370 

7666, Bris 0732525700, Perth 08 9381 
2705, bk@spectrlli.com.au.www.bksv.com 

New Agent for LMS 
LMS International is a company that 
speciaIis .. inmakinglaboratoryandmobile 
testing systems, multidi"f\linary virtual 
prototyping software such as Sysnoise and 

Raynoise, and providing engineering 
servicellinvibration,aoousticsanddurability 
tcvarious industrie •. LMShasappointed 
AVESA Ply Ltd as its Australian agent 
effective from January, 200!. Based in 
Melbourne, Victoria, AVESA will be 
responsiblc ror sales, technical snpport, 
pmduct training, as well as consulting 

services to existing and uew customers 
Australia wide. 

Further infonnatiou: AVESA Ply Ltd, tel 03 
9584 6185, fax 03 9515 3495 md 
admin@avesa.com.au. 

Vitech Changes 

Vitech provides instrumentatiou 
condition mouitoring systems aud has 
recently changed its uame to Vitech Asia 
Pacific to reflect its new responsibi!irie~ 

throughouttheregiou. It has ahoopcncd a 
new Melbourne office in Glen Waverley and 
a new web site at ~.~ebln. 
From this site you can get further 
information on the range of products 

includingtbe iuarninteractive CD based 

series of products designed to deliver step by 
step tuition and hands on experience in 
condition monitoring and vibrationaualysi~ 

ARL 
Noise Logger 
Acoustic Research Laboratories are pleased 
w announce the release of the Mark 2 version 
oftheirEL_315 (TYPe 2) andEL-316 (1YPe 
1) environmental noise logger. Since the 
re1ease oftbe Mark I versiooin 1999,users 
of the new ARL logger have been making 
suggestions about additional features they 
wonld like to see. One of the advantag .. of 
Australian production is that many of these 
features can - and now have been _ 

incorporated into the EL-315/6 Mark 2. 

Overload indication now activated on 
statistical intervals and Leq'll (}n LCD 
and host soflwce. 

Leq's now broken up into more 
manageable me sizes for use with 
MicrosoftExcelocsimilar. 

Trigger function now available that 
allows Leq's and/or tape recorder to 
activate alpreset level 

Screw in, fi~ed post 1Uicrophone now a 
standard feature. 

Furtherinformatiouorfreedernonslrntion, 
contact Acoustic Research Laboratories (}n 

029484 0800, your 10caI branch ofARLor 
www.acousticresea:roh.com.au 

OROS 
4-channel Analyzer 
0R24 represents the latest product in 
GROS' expanding range of PC-based noise 
aud vibrationauoiyzers. 0R24 extends the 
e~isting OR25 range of portable, robust, 
multichannel analyzer:s (2 to 16 channels) 
by addiog a 4-channel instrumenl at half 
the size. 0R24 is a c()mplcmentary s(}luti(}n 
to the 0R25 PC-Pack II for engineers seek_ 
ing a no->:ompromise, 4 ehanncl,and supcr
portableiustrumeut. Themaincharncteris
tics of0R24 are: 4 input channels with sig
nal condItioning for microphones and 
accelerometers; DSP powered real-time 
analysis up 1020kHz; fast PC-card connce
tion 1<> ""y laptop computer <>peratingnnder 
Windows environment (95198INTI2000); 

~~capilibilities;FFT, 
lfnoc:tav<l, (}niertracking,recorder; and only 
2kgin""A5footprintandextremelyrobusL 

Further inf(}nnati(}n from M.B. & K.J. 
DAVIDSONPTY. LTD, 1-3 LaIrewoodBlvd, 
Braeside Vic 3195,Tel (03) 9580 4366 Fax 
(03) 9580 6499, www.davidson.com.au 





Science of Percussion 
Instruments 
l1"'m. ... ORossil!jJ:. 

Wurld Seientific Pub! Co. hanlcover ISBN 
98 1-02-4158-5. 648 Whitchof"J~ Rd 
\.1ileham 3132, Auslralia. lei 03 92 19 777, 
fax OJ 9210 7788, Pricc including GST 
A$52.91. 

The family of instrumeots played by tho 
p,."rcussiO<1i , 1S in a symphony orcheslr~ is 
large, diverse and inlerc.ting. Despite thc 
name of Ihe section, even their manner of 
pluyingis diverse: there are iDStrumem, that 
u'"" shaken (e .g. wi"d machine), SCOll,,:d 
(guiro), rubhod (glass amlOn ica) and even 
blown (whistles) and boJ",,,,d (mu,ical .aw). 

n..,anraction of this hook is lhal il .hows 
Ihaltheirscienceofpercussiooinstrumenlsi. 
div~",c and interesting as wcll. Here are some 
of Iny favourite example.: the n<)t.-linear 
behaviour in cymbals, tam-tams and gongs 
that gives rise to period multiplication and 
chootic\x;haviour,andtolhcintc-resti ngtimc 
.. ariation in the spectral envelnpesof the'lC 

inslrum ents. Or the . uhtle tuning of Ihe 
partial. of bells and luned drums, wh ich 
oombine to pwduec notes whose pitches 
often doTlOl cOITC'pond to the frequency of 
th<: lowest partial. Or the complexities of 
ruoing and !ocating the dift"e ... nt pitched area, 
in the pan of Caribbean . tee I drums. Or the 
ancietll IW<>-tnne \x;l l. of ChiM, who~e pilch 
dcpcnd, uponthepoinlof.trikin g 

Tom Ro<sing is t~ amhor of'"n.., Science of 
SOWld··and co..author(wilhN"'illcFlelCher) 
of ~The Physic. ofMusicalln. trumcnts", as 
well a,a large oumbcr ofres<:a",h paper; in 
musical arou8tic •. Hi. laoor<llOry speci"li,,",' 
inhologram interferometry,aod~hasused 

thi.andolher techniqueslOsrudy maoytypes 
of percussion in'trument • . He h'" also won 
aWllrd<fors<:ienceeducation. Hei"uperbly 
quali fied towrirc aoout lhissuhjcct 

He has written. book that can be understood 
hy a musician who i,keen to Wldcr!;tand thi. 
fam il y, bul who has little technical 
hackground.Thcuscofequati o".iskeptto 
an absolute mini mum. Nev~Tthck, .. most of 
tbeimportant phy, icsi, retaincd,so tbe 
physici ,t or engineer will not be 
diS1lppoimed. The references at the end of 
each chapter inc]ude re..,arch papers and 
nlOl'Ctechnico.l boohbnt also rcfcr to the 

Some of lh~ chapters conlain brie f .'~tiOJls 

c~plaini"g ""me relevant b":n~nl principles 
in physic. (vibrations of ,Iring •• ban; and 
membnUlcs). Ther. i. al,o a brio[ 
intrOOucticn to sound and hearing. These 
section.arecallcdinrcrludesand in.,erted 
when needed. .0 a~ to avoid having an 
extendedtheorctieal section to \x;gio rbe 
hook. I should ha""preferred to ''''' more of 
thc.c.cspr:cially inthe laler.ectiom: why not 
aoinlcrlu<lconnon-\in. arbeltaviour. for 
e.ample? But lcngth and readersb.ip must be 
comidered. too. The book i. copiously 
illustrated with drawing-; and photosmph!;, 
which h3ve bccn kept .mall in size to ke"1' 
the lenglh and price of t~e book qui te 
rca.,onahle. 

For a reader imerested in music. this is. good 
""ad. Jt i,,,,,rtainly nnl beyond a non_ 
teohnicalrcaderwithatittie paticoce. but iti. 
p"rhaps mo,"" fun for tbos~ wilh a 
backgroWld in phy,ic,ocengitt~ering 

J()(! rrvlfe 
Joe ~~$"'l<Sk<l("OllSricsi .. III," School 
()f Pllyrkl. UNSW lit kdJ DlXdSi()"lllly 

"klyro~/JVl pt=<SSioII 

151 Australian 

'4~Hea,.;ng I~gl NOISE CONTROL 
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• Tra nsmission . Sound Power a nd Absorption testing 
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ACOUSTICS 2001 
Noise and Vibration Policy -

The Way Forward? 

Australian Acoustical Society Annual Conference 
21 10 23 November 2001 CANBERRA, ACT 

The annual conference, organised by the Australian Acoustical Society (AAS) , is being 

held in Canberra, the seat of Federal Parliament. It is therefore appropriate to take noise 
and vib ra~on policy as a theme for the conference. Recently there have been many 
changes and revisions of policies and this conference provides an opporlunfty for dis
cussion of the various issues along with other aspects of acoustics. 

This oonference will combine contributed papers, technical presentations, awards and a 
range of social activities included in the delegate registration fee such as welcome bul· 

fet. ctlnference dinner and farewell lunch. 

CONFERENce SESSIONS 

A key representative from G~rnment has been invited as the Opening Speaker at the 
conference welcome buffet on Wednesday evening. The sessions will be held on 
Thursday from 0800 to 1800 followed by the Dinner and on Friday from 0800 to 1400 

The conference win incllJde IIpecial seslllon ll on aspects of noise and vibration policy 
and the S8ssion leader has invited presentations on relevant areas ' 

OocupaUonal noise Environmental noise Noise in bu ildings 
Transportation noise V ibration control AirporVAircraft noise 

Contributed Papers related to the theme and to other to~cs on sound and vibration are 
invrted. Peer review is available ior all papers. 

TeChnical Exhibition wil l be open from breakfast each day for the duration of the 
ConfsrerK:e lor manufacturers and suppliers to show their latest products .. Those inter· 
ested in exhibiting should oomacl conference organisers for datails. 

Technical Tours Wed afternoon: a 'behind the stanes' tour at Screen Sound Ausll8lia, 

the National Screen and Sound Archive, focussing on ths techn iques used for audio 
prB8erva~on. Friday aftern.oon: a special tour ot Pat1iament House focussing on the 
diverse acoustic requ irements. 

Social Activities Ihroughout the confsrencs will al l bs hsld at Rydgss. The welcome 
buffet, confe rencs dinnsr and farewsil iunch as well as breakfast, lunch and Isa breaKs 
each day are included in the registration fee. They wi ll give plenty of opportun ities lor 
the delegates to discuss issues that have been raised in the sessions as well as to renew 
friendships and establish contacts Iorllle future 

Standard Registration $450. Discount s : Early registration $50, Student registration 
$100, AAS Member $50. These rates include the proceedings, welcome buffet, confe r· 

ence dinner and farewell lunch plus breakfast, lunch and tea breaks. 

Accompany ing Members program includes the welcome buffet, conference dinner 
and farBWell lunch. nw e)(!ended breakfast on Thursday will allow for planning of the 

afternoon tou r. Accompanying member registration $150 

Critical Dates Paper Submission; 
Abstract 21 July 2001 
Paper 21 September 2001 

Critica l Dates Registration: 
Early by 21 August 2001 
Standard by 21 October 2001 

ItilFO RM'A'TlON a'n(i'REci:islRATION OETAILS 
AC(l{Jstics and Vibration unit, ADF'A CA"N:BI"R'FjA '?~QQ, 

;ret02",6268 6241 ¥ob~ Q4q2 :240009 fa~:02' 626!3;8276 
m.bi,lrgess Oadla.edu.au, w,ww.;ac.OiI.sllG:§,!l,S(1,aU 



ANNOUNCING! 

DECI-TEX3D 
What is it? 

A revolutionary new acoustic blanket of fibres aligned in the v~rtical direction using lh~ patented 
·Slruto" proc<:ss with a wi<ic varic(yof surfaccrru:mbranesoptimi >ed forsounci absorption. 

Up to Nine Tim~' tj,., Solllld Absorption poe. unit weig~t 

A llr~akthrough in /'rice I P"rfonnance ratios for Sound Absorption and [kwupJ ing applications 

Veryhighbond ,~ngth bct\\'een mbstrale. facingsandstructure 

Outstandingmechanical resilien"" 

Able to be tuned for'l""'ific,urface de"sity,thickness, flow resistance and ab sorption <p"ctra 

Deci-Tex 31) cut part. edge magnified to ,how Stru<lUre 

1'0 fmd olll more about D<:ci-Tex and typical applications, please email:;.a! ... Wncoom Com ,ill! oreal! us OIl (03) 9543 2800 

Achieve the ultimate 
with Brliel & Kjaer service 
Brnel & Kjrer offers faster and better 
service than any other lab in Australia 
- at very competitive pricesl 

For mor", informatioo 00 how to fr""z~ your ~xpcnses and sav~ 
a fortune On repairs and calibration costs . 

... call Brliel & Kjcer's 
Service Centre today on 

(02) 9450 2066 

HEAD OFFICE. SERVICE AND (AUBRATlON CENllIE: 
24 Te pkoRoad . PO Box 177' TerreyHill, . NSW 1084 
Te lephone (01)945011166 ' f acsimile (02)94502379 
e·mail : bk.serviceOs pect,i'-<om.au' www.bk .wm.au 
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Australian Acoustical Society 

NEW INTERNET ADDRESS 

The AAS has now dispensed with that 
cumbersome long WNW address which has 

served well for many years now. 
David Watkins, the AAS Secretary, deserves 
many thanks for establishing, updating and 

maintaining the page" no small task. 
Matrix Ind.ustries Pty. Ltdi!ted wall ties 
provide structur~pp e reducing 
lransm~'s ture orne,jf~~ns. 
Resilie g yst s ~ ~ for 
all rna ry a~~J;J-\"'alis and 

This responsibility is now to being taken over by 
Terry McMinn in WA. 

The new streamlined domain name is 

www.acoustlcs.asn.au 

1i9htw.!(~~"~ 1 
M~_lrltJstr~~~fti\\ ~educing 
~1:t~I:~. stu~ ~ aires throughout 

Enqulrles and Sales; 

MATRIX INDUSTRIES PTY LTD 
144 OXLEY ISLAND ROAD, OXLEY ISLAND NSW 2430 

PH: (02) 6553 2sn 
FAX.: (02) 6553 2585 

Acoustics Australia 

The 'asn' stands for association and will become 
a common part of the domain name for 

organisations and societies. 

This page provides many details on Ihe activities 
of the Society including contact details for office 
bearers, membership applications, conference 
information. conlents of the journal Acoustics 

Australia. useful links and lots more. Check it out 
and pass any suggestions onto Terry McMinn. 
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Acoustic Research Labs 35 Harcourt Australia Insert NutekAustralia 

AirservicesAustralia ......... 36 INC ....................... 50 

Alliance Constructions .. Infobyte 
Rintoul .. 

ASSTA 16 Kingdom .. . Inside front co~er 

Australian Hearing ........... .48 
RTA Tech~ology 29 

Bruel & Kjaer 50. b~ckcover 

LakeTech~ology . 

Malrix 

.36 

.51 SoundControl ............. Insert 

Davidson ................... 30 Multi-Science UK ...... Insert Sound BarrierSyslems 

ETMC .. NOise Control Australia WllklnsonMurray. 
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DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS 
NORSONICS 
Environmental Sound Analyser Nor-12 1 

SPL All these values measured in parallel 
L",.. with all lime constants (F. S and I) and 

L.run with A-, C- and Flal-weighting. 

L,., 
LE Except for ~ak these functions may also 

~ be measured in octave and 1/3 octave bands. 

Measurement results and raw data may be stored on HD or standard PC card. 
The instrument may be operated in a stand-alone mode or be integrated into a 

comprehensive area noise monitoring ~y~lem controlled over ils computer in terface. 

G.R.A.S. 
Sound and Vibration 

• Condenser microphones 

• Outdoor microphone systems 

• Intensity probes and calibrators 

• Probe and Array Microphones 

• New series of Hydrophones 

and associated preamplifiers 

ETMC Technologies 
619 Oar1illO Strcet ROZELLE NSW 2039 / 

Tel: (02) 95551225 Fax: (02) 9810 4022 Web: WWWo02pageS/COmlelmC 



LONE SYSTEM - MANY SOLUTI~NS ---I-" 

- CHECK OUR PULSE\ .. 

S,(D~E)' 'MHBbuRN'E PERTH 
r.;[;(021.9450 2ri6\; -i1: (O])U70~ 1tI:(07) l2Sl 57,00 
," x:(Oi)~502JJ9 fal=. !!lJ)91700Jll fOll:(OB)--"Jtl1S11! f.b:C!J1) llSi,1l70 

Mr1!w"re. n ' .3C111~.llp, by addln8a_ 

fronHni:l. Tb'cPlJlSF.. AIUII)'Ilor...t:I~ 

gtWS'YOUC&ily ul'gradeabl'!!'nl!!H!m~. 
multi-analjllli._ performance. 

".And·'Yo''' elin 'cuUesU lme wlthl'\JLSE's 

alJlomdtic! ra"sducer defec:tioJl trl::Q~") 

( heck Oul www.bbv.com:au.;orcoritacl 

yourlocal ""ies rq>~$..iv~., 

BrOel & Kjrer ... 
e-mai l: bk@spectriH9m.<.IU 


